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who was involved with Sigma Tau Delta this
academic year.
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the wonderful creativity of the Whittier College
student body. While editing and designing this
compilation took months of collaboration, we
would also like to acknowledge the time that
its contributors spent writing, creating, and
planning.
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Nim" serves as our front and back cover. The
original piece and its accompanying short story
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of Lauren's artwork on her Instagram account:
@16bookworm.
We hope you enjoy the labor of our love.
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"ode to a Woman" by Ariel Horton
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"Requiem for Red Rock" by Madison White
"Uniting Home With Our Land Ethic" by Jhan Godrej

About the English Department at Whittier
The Whittier College Department of English maintains a deep commitment to
interdisciplinary and historical approaches to literary study. Our Department offers a major and minor in English, as well as a major in English with an emphasis
in creative writing.
Every year the English Department offers a set of cash prizes for the best work
submitted by students in the areas of poetry, creative prose, and scholarly writing. This contest is faculty-judged, and the winning pieces are featured annually
in the Greenleaf Review.
The study of literature helps us to read the world around us actively and critically. What's more, it enables us to understand ourselves and other people—as
individuals, as participants in our own and other historical cultural traditions,
and as human beings.

About Sigma Tau Delta
The Upsilon Sigma/Jessamyn West branch of Sigma Tau Delta consists of
Whittier's most accomplished students in the Department of English Language
& Literature. Students who have completed two upper division English courses
and who have a 3.5 GPA in English, are eligible for membership. Eligible students
are tapped in English classes at the beginning of each semester. Sigma Tau Delta
organizes occasional events for the department or the student body as a whole,
and, each spring, coordinates and publishes The Greenleaf Review, a compilation
of the year's best student poetry, short fiction, scholarly writing, and artwork. For
information on joining Sigma Tau Delta, contact faculty advisor Sean Morris at
sdp@poets.whittier.edu.
(Excerpted from whittier.edu/academics/english/honor)
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Me
byBrandyBarajas
the ripped skin on my thumb
reminds me that i suffer from anxiety
the acne on my back
reminds me that i am an eternal teenager
my sideburns are long
they remind me that i am my dad's daughter
my arms are flabby and gross
they remind me that i should work out
then I remember that i don't work out

Untitled Document
by Lauren Blazey
I always think I'm on the brink of genius
Something to make the pain all worth it
A piece of art so stunning it could only come
From a heart that's been so completely shattered
But all I've done is write vague, angsty poetry
Nothing worth publishing or posting
And left them to collect virtual dust
Unfinished, unloved, on an untitled google doc
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Statutory
byStepheeBonffacio
Receding hairline
Sagging gut soaked with brine
Hairs tickle milky skin
She can't breathe
"Can I come in"
Words cling to the air, lacking inflection that gives choice
Honey hands, sickly sticking to sandpaper skin
How does it feel to be adored by him?
Hurricane swirling through a living room
Where blues and purples once resided
all she tastes is red
You put your lips onto hers
helping yourself to a drink you were not offered
quenching a thirst with a poisoned cup
violet, vicious venom
she
did
not
want
you
to carve her trunk with your fingernails
A damp forehead on a bare back
saliva decomposes virtuous flesh
she hides in her mother's velvet robe
helplessly hanging, no skin to cling to
Receding hairline
kissing canyons down her spine
Hairs itch, searing milky skin
She can't breathe
"Can I come in"
a melodious Command
Door shuts, expelling safe sun behind splintered wood
Hands, mouth, chest, hit with sudden impact
How does it feel to be absorbed by him?
she
did
not
want
you
but you did.
saliva corrodes juvenile hips
Sticking her head into the scorching sun of day
burning in her mother's velvet robe
"Can I come in"
a conscious mismemory
the door shuts, air shatters,
piercing her lungs with every inhale
hands shaking,
i couldn't stop shaking
you, a man
i, just fifteen
i did not want you.
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A Perennial Winter
byStephee Bonifacio
Darkness invades the rotted fallow,
the last speck of light has long since dimmed.
Rose ashes hidden in the furrow,
wilted petals stuck to muddy limbs.
My land carefully sown, no found weeds.
Fertilized roots from father fir tree.
0, I found the Juniper's lost seeds.
My caved blossoms floating silently,
aimless, carried in the briny sea.
I'm plagued by the barren lea fleeing
the vile emerald weeds that threaten
to exterminate what's gestating.
I have smelled the sour flesh pollen.
I have felt the seeds germinating.
I wish I'd never felt their soft bloom,
hadn't seen the small peaked green leaf,
left unnoticed in earth's heavy womb,
encased in a defoliant grief.
My aching tilth floods with fresh ichor,
seeping into grave varicose veins.
An arched horizon carved in her core,
decomposing her poisoned remains.
The seeds follow current, unwearied.
They are much too dead to be watered,
yet much too alive to be buried.
Saline rivers rush the cover crop.
A poor harvest, a decayed hilltop.
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Gloria the Great
by Cecilia Carmichael
Ninety
Ninety years on this big ball we call Earth
You left a lasting impression on me and everyone else you knew
Ninety
Ninety different birthdays you had
Where you wore red and would smile at the mention of cake
Ninety
Ninety reasons I will miss you
Your sense of humor, your kindness, your support are a few
Ninety
Ninety more years I'll be missing you
I know you're not suffering anymore
Ninety
Ninety ways to say goodbye
To Gloria the Great
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Americana Abstract 17
by Grace

Creelman
in P/ace in Poetry
I didn't sleep at all that night. Or that summer, really.
My kind-of-friend picked me up in her mom's granny-gold minivan
(My real best friend was on a school trip in Morocco, so it was dire straits.)
She drove me to my old middle school and we sat on the wood chips
Under the big green jungle gym where I reverently carved the name
Of my first love into the divine little slide-top with my tiny silver pocket knife
And she pulled a joint (my first one!) from her bra
And I smoked it down to the filter right there.
A birthday gift, she said. Early.
We soared down the freeway, my hair whipping at my face
My eyes rattling against the glare and towering, shadowy evergreens.
I remember there was music, but I have no idea what it was.
It's strange because my world those days was music.
For hours each day I would sit near the driver
On the Metro bus to school, earphones in, holding on
To those songs for dear life. What were they? What was I hearing?
Bass. There was bass. I could feel it booming against my thigh
As we hurtled through the night. The bright summer smell of pine,
Pine at the far end of June when the entire world is chirping.
When the police dispatcher answered the phone earlier that day
Her tone was so polite I wanted to scream my voice raw.
I could hardly hear her over the throbbing in my ears, the pressure in my head,
The roar building in my chest. I don't know if I cried.
They couldn't find my dad all that night, and I know because I spent hours
Refreshing the police website in the dark to see if he had been booked.
Taupe background. Green box. Black letters. Black frame.
They booked him at four thirty two am.
I had mostly sobered up at that point but my body felt like static
So I lay on the fold-out couch my kind-of-friend's mom had prepared
And put my head on the five-foot teddy bear I was using as a pillow
And watched the ceiling turn from deep blue
To paler-than-foam green, then gentle yellow as the sun came up.
Most nights that summer went the same way.
That week was my father's birthday and I didn't visit him in jail.
I couldn't see him through glass. Under that gray light.
He wrote me a postcard with heavy, dark letters. I don't know where I put it.
Instead of visiting him, I ate mint chocolate chip ice cream
With my friend in the park at Green Lake while he told me about rowing,
We walked around the edge of the water by the boat house
And I counted styrofoam cups floating in the fronds.
I haunted most everywhere I went.
That summer dad was in jail I went to my first ever party.
My kind-of-friend who let me live on her couch made me put on this
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I-don't-know-if-I-could-call-it-a-shirt that was blue and strappy and
Had this big hole right where cleavage goes and a little black skirt,
And we went out to the beach at dusk, and the sand turned blue
And there were a dozen bonfires surrounded by nihilist boys
(All from another school, totally fair game) bouncing to pulsing electronica
And out of the grove of bodies a girl in a crimson Stanford pullover appeared
And asked if she could touch my boobs and my kind-of-friend said yes for me.
But she gave me my first drink of alcohol and they shared some probably-weed
And I ended up in the tall grass with a maybe-ex-druggie-bass-player-guy.
We had this strange and torrential fling where I let him touch my nipples in the park
And sometimes he would show up at my kind-of-friend's kind-of-my-house
By hopping out of the trunk of the drummer's car and I was charmed by it
Because I thought that maybe I would lose my virginity to him.
We would walk around under the orange street lamps,
the same street every time in front of the same municipal park
where I later got caught by the cops with a bottle of wine and a fat bowl.
I still have the orange and white lacy underwear that I was wearing
The time that I almost had sex with him but his sister was home so I snuck out
Through the overgrown backyard of his Very Italian Mother's house
And it was the first time that I was naked in front of someone,
And it was some guy I had met at a bonfire and he was flicked up from heroin.
Anyways I went away to LA for a couple weeks and "lost" his number.
When I got back to Seattle I would press my cheek into the blue window
In the early morning damp or I would go on walks by myself hoping to be seen.
I had a fantasy where some person would catch me floating along the gravel
In front of the tennis courts and I would confess to everything.
When dad got out of jail (mom refused to press charges) I didn't go home.
He and mom went back to living together in the green house
With the green carpets and I kept sleeping on the tan fold-out-couch.
Dad never called and asked if I wanted to come home.
"Respecting your boundaries," He said. No waver in his voice.
After a couple weeks dad was sleeping in his car
because they wouldn't let him in the homeless shelter
if he's slept in a bed the night before. I didn't speak to him for a while after that.
I spent that miserable fall sogging through AP Literature and Chinese,
Cut off all of my hair in a feat of rebellion or expression or something like that,
And visited the homeless shelter twice for a ham-and-mustard lunch with dad.
One October weekend I jetsetted away to steamy LA to see colleges
On the scholarship dime, and got a neck of hickies the night
before my interview. But mostly I slept and shuddered
in the bathroom and I did lots of after-school activities.
I spent some nights in my sister's perpetually damp duplex that was
As close to the river as I think they could actually legally build it and we would
Watch the same DVD about Hugh Hefner's three girlfriends
And listen to one of the Katy Perry albums from her grittier days.
I slept a lot better though. In the fall, I slept a lot better.
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The Last Elegy
by Christopher Espinosa
And so in space
I take my place
and sail now amongst
the heavy
dust of solar wind.
Past the gates of heaven,
and the outer
layer
of the atmosphere,
I am now going
on a trail
to
an
unknown
world.
I say goodbye, farewell
cruel world!
Man has trained me into a
miraculous astronaut;
tied me to this huge
space craft
going at a
miraculous
ninety-nine miles per hour.
Man has given me powers I never
thought I could have. My ears now
hurt
due to the kick of the rocket thrusters
and t'is shocking that
my
flight
in
Sputnik II
proved to be a success.
But I miss Earth. Why have you sent me
away?
Through my fishbowl view I no longer
can see my masters. When She put on me
these spatial rags, when He last looked me
in the eyes,
He shed a tear,
and I was sent away from the Human
Overlords.
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Ecstasy
by Natalie Finamore
It flows up from Lake Michigan to meet me
Makes hips roll red
Crimson ruptures behind my eyelids
It crawls in through the crack beneath the bedroom door
Dances in lightning at the edges of my vision
My lover's mouth pulls into a crescent moon
Rises to tears on their pillowed cheeks
Like the Pacific does to touch my feet
Swollen sweet like the sugared tide
Our mouths meet in a wordless secret
It walks between our tongues and teeth
Staggers through my ribs and stomach
Sends waves of music through my thighs
In one vibrant snap of rigor mortis
Then it recedes, in pools of shadowed sunlight
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Mothman's Lament
byNatalie Finamore
Mothman sits in a West Virginia diner
at the bar, of course
wings are hard to shove in a booth.
He likes his coffee with so much sugar
it's basically syrup.
The waitress is warily eyeing his proboscis,
and pulls her apron up around her wool sweater
as she freshens his cup.
People aren't as scared as they were in 1965,
and interrupting teenage orgasms
isn't as fun as it used to be
when everyone drove pastel cars and flicked on bench seats.
Mothman sighs and sips right out of the maple syrup dispenser,
rustles his newspaper,
reads about Kim Jong Un and Donald Trump,
and knows very well that real monsters
have always been less frightening than human ones.
He begins to wish that the world leaders
really were shapeshifting lizards.
He keeps wishing
that he could return to the front cover of The National Enquirer.
Mothman leaves the diner and flies around Point Pleasant-stops to ponder in front of his statue.
When car headlights flare up to his glowing red eyes,
people don't scream anymore, just point and wave.
Mothman huddles deeper between his furled wings
as children try to lure him with flashlights and flame.
They ramble through the woods, hooting and hollering.
Sometimes Mothman steps out of his hut
preceded by a litany of his simpler brethren
but he won't tonight,
not after the last time they threw mothballs.
How do you make people fear you again?
He thinks, what would you do, Bigfoot?
El Chupacabra?
God?
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The Catatonic
by Miranda Fonseca
The ceiling burned the popcorn off.
The ceiling told me God was not new.
The ceiling told me far fewer knew.
The ceiling screamed Jesus, Mary, and Joseph Stalin!
The ceiling told me to predict doomsday.
The ceiling told me to back away.
The ceiling suggested a psychological evaluation.
The ceiling asked to be painted by Michelangelo.
The ceiling told me new side effects.
The ceiling told me to kill the insects.
The ceiling reminded me to defeat Satan.
The ceiling electrocuted my belly button.
The ceiling told me to lick the door handle.
The ceiling told me when to break a bone.
The ceiling wanted to pick my prey.
The ceiling cried when the room was gray.
The ceiling told me to stop walking down the halls.
The ceiling told me to quit scratching its walls.

Seretonin
by Miranda Fonseca
she smiled and stared,
sometimes -sometimes at me
or sometimes to function.
she would store sleep
sometimes -sometimes her mood
changed her state.
she could laugh or cry,
sometimes -sometimes she wanted to die
or sometimes live happily.
she swooned and smirked,
sometimes -sometimes she sent mixed messages,
destroyed her fate.
she should be sedated
sometimes -sometimes she needs a fix
or sometimes a new cortex.
she said she loved me
sometimes -sometimes she was honest;
concealed her hate.
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Hey Coogle
by Patrice Gomez
*based on what people ask Google*
Can I get at least eight hours of sleep?
Have we been dead since two thousand and twelve?
Do you want to start rolling in the deep?
Why do we put those weird elves on the shelves?
What is my strange dream trying to tell me?
Why does college cost an arm and some legs?
Is this the real life or just fantasy?
Why are women trying to freeze their eggs?
Am I going to die alone with cats?
How much is it to buy a miniature pony?
Can vampires really turn into bats?
Will buying house plants make you less lonely?
What is the meaning of insanity?
What if you're actually in a dream?
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A Day in the Life of an Inpatient
byAriel Horton
3rd Place in Poetry
morning:
the nurse clatters in
to transcribe my heart's cadence onto his charts
or
puncture my arm
with a stiff, hollow-needled syringe
my roommate,
hissing
"Vampire"
at him from her
plastic-covered mattress on the floor,
thrashes like a gasping salmon
when it's her turn to have her blood sucked
(i find
it is easier just to give in)
afternoon:
i sit idly by
as Michelle tries again to
julienne her bluing flesh with a dull pencil-head
i'm
wondering how i might choke myself with a shower curtain,
or
writing lyrics to accompany the orchestra of ambulance-wails outside
(that dissonant symphony of
saviors that nobody asked for)
evening:
i swallow my
Dixie-Cupful of Lexapro and Ativan,
prove my mouth Empty
with an unfurled whitish tongue,
and list
Tomorrow's Goals,
per protocol,
in a flimsy, wide-ruled composition book
(once more:
get out. go home.)
night:
the hall-light seizes
chaotic to gray,
cementing my cold-sweat corpse to the wall:
it is the shadow
of a shadow
of another sticky, parasitic trauma dream
(at long last, i am buried
half-alive)
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ode to aWomaii
by Arid Horton
2ndPlace in Poetry
Woman
with a knife-tongue for cutting forbidden fruits
the vessel to her viscous rasp—
a voice box with a pink-silk bow tied 'round it
and a lion crouching inside.
Woman
with bruised-peach tissue and varicose vein
coolly swelling and collapsing at her breast
encasing (rib) cage full of hummingbirds
all buzzing her electric
and Alive.
Woman
with riverbed hips
where Time has carved its tender, rosy streams
and swims slow in the muted scent of
Milk bath and diluted blood.
Woman
with carved-and-cratered thighs
and legs,
a lush unshaven wilderness
where all her ferrous rivers meet their mouth.
Woman
with lips like petals parting for their nectar to be
supped and gardens blossomed with it—
her wet velvet up to my knuckle,
the arch of her back moulding the edge of a new moon
I, the tide.
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Break of Day
byMeiMei Liu
Primal dawn spreads on the
eastern sky, brightening
the horizon for gods
immortal; she, rising
from the couch of her reclining
with fresh light in her arms,
ascends to touch the world
with peach tipped fingers that
glint off the brimming sea.
Dawn hitches the team each
morning, steers horseflesh
through the echoing gate,
and whips the colts afresh
into a run on golden mesh.
Summering daybreak has
dancing grounds where heaven
is made bright and where the
rites of memory live.
Aurora takes her throne of
of gold up from where
she lay. Spreading whispers
apricot —unaware
of breezes swimming through her hair daybreak slowly wanes as
blue-black evening steers
the day to her chamber.
Accompanied by her
maids, bearing torches in
twilight, day's mistress
lumbers off to her rest,
grasping hands to express,
with longing and tears, her distress.
Morn's uncompromising daunting - gleam beats back hoped
for - craved - caress. Shadowed
vacant chambers, barren
of children's melodies,
sigh a symphony.
Day breaks as darkness dawns.
Longing for company,
sunrise concedes to destiny.
Lavender luminance
laments her hardship far
endured, a shipwreck she
can no longer embrace.
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The Evil Queen
byMeiMei Liii
(Inspired by Homer)

I.The Plot
Adoptee, daughter, hated from the start,
so prim, so prissy. Pretty little foal
did prance her spunky honeyed way - the tart into the hearts of those in my control.
Mirror, mirror, on the wall, tutor me
the means to rid this snow white pestilence eradicate the vexing, vermin - flea! impart a plot of pure malevolence.
The plan was child's play - why not deploy
a woodsman true to render up her heart?
Enrapt, I envisioned gorging - with joy the pulpous, greasy, marrow dripping dark.
Damn offish twit failed to deliver prey,
depriving me my bloodthirsty buffet!
II.
Flight into the Forest
Oh no she got away - she got away!
In haste I chased her through the forest blacked;
my limbs corrupted clutched outstretched - away she got away! My chilling eyes attacked,
in darkness eyelids sprouted. Skinless shafts
resounded soundless screams - she got away!
Digits deformed defaced her - failed to snatch away she got - she got away - away.
Escaped! I failed to grasp the colt. Upstaged!
Again! Enough! You know what they say: if
you want a thing done well, do it yourself just do the pois'nous deed, yourself! I am
the hag who'll make the apple blush with blood she got away - but not for long - my belov'd.

W. The

Apple
Because a woman's guile is witchcraft, I
had sorcery sufficient to proceed.
I could not serve as lady waiting - squeeze
life's breath from out her lungs with corset strings,
nor braid those locks of ebony with combs
in poison dipped - instead, an apple red
as moldy wine should send her highness toward
her endless sleep. Yes, that would solve my problem
tastily, maintaining my rule untarnished.
And blameless too! How apt - delightfully
yummy. . . . The little ninny needed no
enticement, she was too eager to
embrace her heart's desire - she did not fear,
she did not hear, the hag astride the night.
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Excalibur
bySabrina Marshall
If your love is a rose,
then mine is the thorn.
Sharp, yes, and dangerous, sure.
But it is protective a sword at the ready,
made to defend and willing to die trying.
It is as necessary as the flower you idealize
and as pure as your metaphor,
still, what is misunderstood on the surface
most often emerges the strongest.

étude
by Brianna Martinez
emotion (!!) screams, a sound
more dulcet than sunset light,
beats down red on lids shut tight,
and your heart beams your heart, bashful, softly sways;
that lush euphony is too much.
you blush at its tonal touch
and gush love, bleed malaise,
feel the warmth,
the dearth.
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DoYou Know
by Jennifer Merino
Do you really know?
What it feels like...
To have an atomic bomb
rupturing in your mind in slow motion,
feeling the skyscrapers of information
toppling down to the ground.
To have the rubble from the explosion
hit the base of your mind,
feeling the waves pulsate through
every crevice.
To have utter chaos rifling
through your neural network
as each crash creates a ripple effect
of a never ending ataxia.
To have a cold still outward composure
while everything
falls
crashes
burns
within the confines of your mind.
To be blank faced and emotionless,
but inside, inside, inside
It's a catastrophic mess.
And outside, outside, outside
A single droplet of anxiety
makes its way down the left eye
by gravity.
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Iv,
He Didn't Know
byIsabel Montero
He didn't know, said the dirt beneath his feet
How could he have known?
Asked the overgrown grass that covered the landmine
It was a hot afternoon, said the sweltering sun;
No breeze at all, said the wind
Although he felt something in the air
Only at the age of 20, his young features implied,
One of eight men, said a passing bird;
And a strong man too
This man was paying attention
Claimed the weeds growing from the ground
It happened so fast, said the fleeting time
There was a loud BOOM, said the animals nearby
Followed by a deafening silence
Nobody thought he was alive, said the clouds above his body
Nobody knew that although he had lost 3 limbs he was still with us,
said the tree he laid beneath
Nobody knew he would live to marry, said a portrait on a wall
Nobody knew he would be able to see his baby being born,
said a crib in a corner of his home
Nobody knew he would be around to see his granddaughter grow up,
says the passing years
But he did, says the man, and he didn't even know it.
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I Have Seen God.
by Ashley Mora
I have seen God.
Just past the horizon
Where the sun rises
Behind silhouetted palm trees
& the sky blooms
With a pretty kind of Prussian blue.
She's rubbing the sleep from her eyes,
Tossing & turning after restless reverie.
The nights are hot in Southern California
& prayers are not easy on a tired mind
Can He really be blamed
for the ones left unanswered?
They try their best
But even giants fall under the strain
Of Hope & ambition & necessity &
Dreams weigh heavy.
Sometimes
A monolith gives way to the tide
& sometimes
They can no longer part with her blessing.

/
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MyHeartis a Musical
bySamantha Paladini
My heart is a musical, skipping through the overture.
Each beat bounces through life's medley
Like a sing along song. A conductor's baton
Anticipates the ballad's pain; the heart breaks in the rain.
It pauses after troubling beats, then a fluttering dance break
Taps away probing problems.
And that's when the soliloquy pours through my veins,
Like a dream ballet, rushing blood into emotional reflection.
Subtext arising from a buried plot,
Previously hidden from view.
Adrenaline pumps as I wait for my cue,
No blocking, a walk-through without tech,
The ii o'clock number, with no standing ovation.
Actor's nightmare cause depths of distress.
Each rotation through this creation of breaths
Sustains diverse notes, climbing the mountains of score,
Till it's time for the curtain call...
but there's no encore.

Are You Happy?
by Cristian Perez
Dry, parched, and arid. Miguel has a taste
For pain and adventure. He walks tall and
Proud. Por su familia. Por amor.
He walks and walks and walks never slowing
Down or speeding up. He walks on land.
Land that is not his own and yet it is.
"This land is your land / This land is my land"
El no lo cree. He believes it not.
His wife waits at home with all of the kids.
They run free, calling for daddy to
Come home and be feliz. Are you happy?
Or are you really good at pretending?
He doesn't look back. Camina duro.
Sigue caminando. Never look back.
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SUE1O
by Cristian Perez
Every night I lie back
To the same, spinning vision
I fly the cosmos
In pieces of light
Splintering to ashes
I am a feather floating
Between agony and ecstasy
A rose to the desert
Blooming in the zephyr
Fire escaping each petal
My skin crackles and fries
Like an egg split on hot concrete
My insides spill
Out of me and into
The hungry universe
The tears in the ground
Try to swallow my particles
I taste the earth
The dirt is sweet sugar
That reminds me of home
So I rise out of the debris
Right as the sun sets over me
Moon rays wake me up
They say I am to become
A night bird who lies alone
So I lie back
And the dream begins
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Yesterday Morning
by Gabriel Perez
Yesterday morning scars,
then deep and unforgiving, are today all
but swept away, blunted by the burning
indifference of the setting sun.
Papist blood and bone and sun-kissed flesh, transubstantiated
vestiges of a bright Mestizo heritage, drown in the darkest
depths of diffidence; dawn remains unbroken, swallowed whole
by the piercing echo of youth's ignominy and blissful ignorance—
and in the wake of deepened dusk:
renewed humility sinks and sears
evasive eyes and sheepish cheeks;
erupting voice turns bitten tongue.
Yesterday morning scars,
undying and violently intimate,
bear out the eviscerating frailties
of my father's only son.

Monster
by Danielle Pesqueira
Deep within the magic forest
Down the darkest winding road
Behind the gloomy swamplands
Is the monster's jeweled abode
It lives inside its palace
With vicious claws and teeth
Waiting for the foolish one
That will become a foolish thief
The people know to stay away
They've seen the monster's wrath
Only weary tired souls journey down the broken path
One night a cloaked shadow
Crept its way inside the lair
The monster rose with fire eyes that said "how could you even dare"
The shadow moved away it's cloak
A young girl with crying hazel eyes
The monster's reflection shone in them and at the sight its evil died
Its blacken soul was washed away
Its anger torn apart
In every monster, there is still a loving beating heart
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These Old Prison Bars
by Riley Raniircz
Over and over
-day by day.
Wherever I go, stay these old prison bars
Cold and hard,
As those eyes that angered me to forget.
Once a constant but now just something of yesterday I contemplate...
constantly.
Bright and shiny are those eyes.
Cold and hard as those old prison bars.
Is there someone visiting? Someone... for once?
Lighting this dingy cell so I can see my frail silhouette.
Holding the candle, showing the corners of this room I haven't seen.
But all I see
-are those shadows lining the floors, the walls, the writings on my skin...
Shadows from these old prison bars.
There are nights I spiral and I hear my favorite theme:
Four shining headlights shining, coming closer.
Closer, closer, closer is the smell of relief. Horns blare.
Soon a crescendo to close the 5th act of this production.
The cast will line and pay the audience their bows.
I catch the wilted bouquet... bloody thorns and all.
My fingers will bleed as I wrap around these familiar, old, prison bars.
Still cold, still hollow, welcoming me home.
I sit here behind,
These old prison bars.
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Untying the Knot
by Alexandra Russell
It slithers up my body
and my legs become tightly crossed
shoelaces right before you
make the first loop to tie the bow.
Not a single criss cross
but two, my ankles rubbing
against each other like the rubber linings
of my red tennis shoes.
It crawls into my hands,
lacing around every finger
until each is wrapped into a tightly
wound knot.
It wraps around my chest,
my heart surging
twice as hard in an attempt
to escape its constricting grasp.

Flower Carrier

My lips are the permanent, taut
double knot bow, fixed in position
and reluctant to move
unless you are willing to unravel
the knot from the center.

by Alexandra Russell
He is splayed out on all fours,
dressed in lily white, knees bent
into a child's crawl, his head bowed
down to the brown hands that ache
to push him to his feet.
His back arches toward the sky, bracing
for his burden.
Yoked around his chest
rocks a wicker basket
larger than himself,
toppled high with a thousand
small pink flowers
boasting bright cat eye pistils.
His wife leans against the basket
behind him adjusting the pale yellow
sling, wondering how much
they will sell for and if it will be enough.
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These Familiar Fingers
by Alexandra Russell
Sapphire veins sprout up
each one like long skinny
roots of a freshly planted tree.
My index
twists a stray piece
of straight brown hair
back into a delicate curl.
Sometimes, five of them are chosen
to wiggle into a slightly cracked
car window, broadcasting relief
upon tapping the evasive unlock button.
All ten tango across the piano keys,
my middle across my thumb
my index reaching for the C sharp
stretching, tucking, and bending.
Palms together, they plead in tight prayer
and silently clasp around the hands of those I hold near.

The Vultures
by Carolyn Simrns
Their beady eyes glint back at me
Like shiny black pearls, so unkind
Mouths plastered in a permanent
Hungry scroll, fangs jutting out like
Spikes and claws hooked
Maliciously to their seats
Unblinking, they glare at me
Unflinching, they haunch their backs
Preparing to strike a deadly blow
"You will fail," one spits
"You will never make it," says the middle
"Give up," snarls the last. The leader.
Comment after comment, blow after blow
They pick at my skin until they reach
My soul. Then I begin to rot away
Until I am nothing but empty bones
Left to dry under the cruel judgement
Of the sun
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What is Wrong With America
byEthan Trejo
(adapted from answers recorded by Gallup, Inc.)

We are facing problems nationwide.
The poor are unemployed, and wages gap.
The rich and men make more, we're tossed aside.
Children starve, our economy is crap.
Healthcare's expensive, we are broke and ill.
Gender, race, religion, economic
Dividers tear apart as we fight and kill.
Your mind's too white, the nation's polychromic.
Racial bias helps the system hurt.
We host the swarm of Muslim terrorists.
Our filthy youth are poor and colored like dirt.
The public school's results are minimal.

Winter's Waking
byEthan Trejo
The sun's died away,
a warm portrait gone astray.
She uses nightshade
To turn gold into silver,
Stifling cries with shrouds of white.
Stars fall off her hands
to a deep sky of onyx,
Winter is waking.
Stars her lonely companions,
in her gown of frost, she runs!
She rushes by trees,
Whisking like ancient whirlwinds.
Frozen limbs are tossed!
She soars high, like wild Mustangs
that race through the inky night.
She darks living light.
Winter rages white passions,
Blazing freezing war.
We fear her celestial moods,
Yet long for gifts of snow days.
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She's Beyond
by Regina Loren Valencia
she will be quiet
and apologize for herself too often
she feels like an inconvenience,
for she has been taught she is one
she over-loves,
with nothing in return
and she gets disappointed.
she doesn't mean to be.
she feels her emotions to another level in which not all people understanc
she has trouble trusting
because she doesn't want to invest in you
although, deep down,
that all she yearns for
to love
and feel loved
the question is:
will she feel it?
it's not in your control, really
it's not in her control either.
but your answer matters to her.
she wants the world for you
but mostly,
she wants you
to want a world with her
your answer?
yes, i think so.
but the way you love just isn't hers.
you won't understand why.
she doesn't feel loved when you tell her.
she doesn't understand either.
you'll stop trying.
it's inevitable; there's no point anymore
when you leave her,
she'll feel like she was an inconvenience
and the next person's love will never make up for your loss.
she apologizes to them.
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Fire God
by Markus Venegas
Chaotic inferno ravages around me,
but why do I not suffer from its crackling heat?
Numb to the pyre others readily succumb to,
I've got a fire within that refuses to be quelled,
flaring hotter than the blazes hell has since frozen,
than the brightest stars enkindling the night.
Embers brush against the scorching wind,
from ashes I rise, marching towards dawn.
I fear no more the fires of hell, my heart burns with a fervor,
the world lies before me, ready to be conquered.

Ode to My Mother
by Athena Lecha
The curve of your widow's peak
Meeting in the middle at a sharp point
Framing a perfectly symmetrical face
The arch of your nose
A smooth ski slope
With a slightly rounded tip
The curve of your cupid's bow
Lightly pursed
Begging for a gentle peck
After a long day's work
Sweat drips down
A sloping sternum
The arc of your back
Tall and strong
Lengthening from neck to tailbone
Your wide hips
Firm and sturdy curves
But soft to the touch
The dainty arches of your feet
Pressed firmly into the ground
Supporting both you and me
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The Bookshelf
by Oliver Bineth
One key used to hang on the
side of the timber bookshelf.
One nail hammered into the
light brown wood for one key.
It was right at head level, equal
to the fifth shelf out of the six.
All the other keys, the chipping
black main gate key, —the copper front door key and the tiny
basement key— hung on Richard's belt, swinging back and
forth as he went about his day.
The key to the mailbox and the key
to the tool shed were in his back
pocket under the tight blanket of
worn jeans.
In the tiny bathroom hung a
mirror the size of your palm.
Richard only had one mirror
around the house. The light
of the dying day penetrated
through the cobwebs of the
square window above the toilet;
it shined right through that cloistered space. He stood in the way of
the light, brushing his faded teeth.
A set of dry, muscular fingers were
choking the wooden toothbrush,
forcing its head to move up and
down removing pieces of bread
crumbles and onion remnants.
The smell of stingy onion hung
around Richard like a faithful
friend. He could brush his teeth
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all day and still couldn't get rid
of it, although what does it matter when there is no one around to
smell it? He turned the squeaky
tap to fill his mouth with cold
water. He liked to keep his hands
under the running water for a little while, to chill the aches in
his bones and flesh after the
day of work. If a splinter found
its way under his skin the cold
water would numb it just enough
to remove it without pain. The
water flowing through his fingers
evenly, only to disappear in the
molded gutter. He gathered his
saliva to spit one more time,
and a wrinkly, old towel dried
his palms with paint splatters
dried in its fabric. Only now
would he look in the mirror for
a fleeting second, for what reason he did not know. He knew
that he didn't need to shave, he
could touch his own face; he knew
there were no pimples on his nose,
he could feel that without a mirror.
Maybe he just wanted to glance at
himself, almost just to make sure
he was alive.
After cleansing the body, he
cleansed the soul. Walking out
of the darkened bathroom his
boots made the boards scream a

little with every step he took. To
the left, to the right, the boards
shouted, —in agony or joy, who
can decide? The lumber fingers
reached for a thin book on the
shelf, The Old Man and the Sea.
One tungsten bulb lit the room
from a corroded lamp stand
without a shade on
top. Fine the stream of
the wood was in the
orange light. Intimately soothing. His eyes
1•
got stuck on the edge
•
1
of the sixth shelf. He
took out the book and
ran his fingers through
the edge of the shelving. Smooth,
but near the nail work it wasn't
flush. The piece of sanded timber
overhung the frame maybe half an
inch. Those yellow teeth popped
out for a second as he bit his lip
trying to look closer. Finally, he
decided to sit down.
The chair he sat in was just as
simple as himself. Four legs with
a stretcher in the middle, two barren arms, a flat seat and a hooped
back with two rails for decent
comfort. It was an honest chair,
always showing signs of weakness when it needed repair. The
kind of chair that doesn't break
before letting you know first.
Richard sat in this chair with his
back straight and his arms resting

in his lap. He held the beige book
for a while, looking at its plain
cover. After flipping it once or
twice, he opened it randomly
and skimmed through some pages searching for a word to hook
him. He already knew the book,
almost by heart, but he would still
reach for it, searching
for something new. The
wrinkly skin folded on
his eyes as he nervously blinked. Out of
one blink Richard left
his gaze at the corner
of the sixth shelf, then
brought it back to the
book, trying to follow the letters
from left to right. A sigh escaped
him, accompanied with a modest
cough, but his vision constantly
gravitated towards the shelf as
if that corner wrapped the fabric
of space-time swallowing energy
into an infinitely single spot. A
page was turned and another
right after. He stood up with
agitation to see what was wrong
with that shelf.
Again, the fingers were running up and down along the
grain, closely absorbing minor
dissimilarities. It was all just
fine, except that one corner
which overhung half an inch.
Richard bit his lower lip and
leaned closer. There couldn't
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be any miscalculations; it just
couldn't happen. The vivid memories of creation filled the silver
screen in his mind, shifting the
focus to a very definite moment
in the past. Every line of charcoal
sketching, every poised, invariable tape measurement, every
depth of drill and length of
screw was presented in front of
him on the sterling plate of certainty. The width of shelves he
sanded down to eleven inches,
the blunted hand saw wasn't
accurate, and they needed to
slide in perfectly. And they did!
Richard swore they were perfectly
lining up with the frame. Canyon
of wrinkles rouse on his forehead.
He clearly remembered checking
all the shelves after the finishing touches -- it was late summer
afternoon in the tool shed, the
small hive of drones buzzing the
hollows of the roof, fresh sawdust
levitating like particles of pollen, silent witnesses of forceful
transmutation -- Richard evoked
the sense of mild heat as his fingers slid along the wood.
"It was perfect." - He uttered.
He was a man in disbelief. He
just couldn't let it slide as an unintended mistake, he rarely if ever
made those. If he was to find the
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misstep he had to examine all the
attachments. One book slid out
after another from the top, as
the key chain clanged a marching tune swinging to and fro.
Richard went along one by one,
putting them beside his foot; towers of lexicons were built out of
nothing, soon topped by several
blocks of natural sciences, while
his thin gaze incessantly investigated the expanding space
behind. All that mattered was
to locate the source of banality,
to mark the origin of impossible. By the next shelf, works of
philosophy and religion were
abducted and attached to the
developing paper city on the
ground. There was some prehistoric dust and stale air behind
the books, but error nowhere.
His hands operated with a sense
of urgency rather than care. The
middle shelf was populated by
classic novels, —some of the great
ones, like Old Man and the Sea.
Now all its neighbors had to go,
not for purposes of reading but of
eviction. He tore down the
paper flesh from the wooden
bones, yellowed books rained
from above with their tired
pages helplessly flapping midair. In the tunnel of crisis, the
years of friendships didn't mean
anything to Richard; he didn't

even look them in the eye before
they were released into the void.
Urgency shifted into industrious
efficiency as one world tumbled
down after another. The incoming books vehemently knocked
over the building towers of the
city, like a group of unexpected
immigrants with no chance of
integration; nevertheless, the half
inch casus belli could not be found.
Richard, completely disordered,
kneeling, started to cleanse the
second to last shelf, the borough
of poetry. By this time the books
lay on the floor, misled bodies in
a concentration camp, some face
down with covers open, pages
wrinkled and ripped, like victims of torture. Some of them
had highlights, some had notes
tattooed on their margins, but
it didn't matter. This was war;
war on an invisible enemy, who
threatened the core of existence,
pointing at an abysmal, shameful identity. Then the humping
stopped, the screams of the boards
quieted and silence fell like an act
of some long dead god.
Richard noticed a piece of
paper sticking out between two
volumes of antique poetry. It was
a locksmith's bill accounting for
a key duplication order. Richard
turned it, to see that the note read,
"I thought you were old enough

now. Happy Birthday." The wrinkly eyes stared in the whirls of dust
circling the tungsten like preying
vultures. All at once, the reflector
of the past found Richard, the
escaping prisoner of something
he didn't want to believe anymore. The reflector of a past so
distant and intangible that only
this note remained as the sole evidence that it ever existed. Richard
finally found it, after immemorial
decades of anguish, longing and
dull emptiness, the quintessential half inch error, not of the
bookshelf but of himself. And he
couldn't bear the sight of it.
The palm locked tightly. No air,
no dust, not anything could escape
from that hold. With a disdainful
grin he grabbed the whole bookshelf and slew it with a single pull.
The dust spun into a foggy storm
and the structure fell on the
books like a giant coffin. He was
wailing, resembling a bleeding
bull. Fists hammering the bookshelf and rupturing the timber,
screeching wood and scrunching paper crescendoed along the
bass of depraved moans, until
everything toned down slowly to
the vibrating hum of an ancient
volcano.
Pillars of dust held the room
from ceiling to ground, a ghostly
framework of a half-life. Body
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and books and dust and senseless grief all piled on each other,
all victims of a somber revelation.
A realization pregnant with regret
and reddening shame of a son
long gone between two drunken
nights. The timber was quiet, the
boards were quiet, the armchair
was quiet, the light bulb was quiet,
they were all sleeping dreamlessly. The beige book was still on the
seat, unread and untouched. Richard's fist was still clutching with all
its power, but now it didn't seem so
remarkable. It was shaking like an
old man's hand; its muscles were
ready to give up and so they did.
The fingers released the hold and

the bill was still in Richard's hand,
soggy, the ink transparent from
damp sweat.
The wrinkles on his face were
still carving the lines of pain, but
they seemed smoother, or maybe
more tired. He wet his dry
lips and wiped his watery eyes,
occasionally whimpering. The fingers ran across his heated cheeks
and felt the salt in his tears. It
wasn't smooth, it wasn't flush;
after all, half an inch can go a
long way. His keys now were like
a church bell, still rhythmically
swinging, but instead of command they filled the room with a
sober urge. An urge to prayer.

Tommy
by Cynthia Esparza
Tommy Klinghoffer has always
privately credited a single day
with making him the humble and
thoughtful person he is noted to
be: the day his mother hanged him.
It was his fault, really. He was
six or seven, and was one of six
or seven kids. He couldn't be sure
if that tall dark-haired man that
would come visit the house in the
morning and beg his mom for money was her eldest or just a stranger, 'cause mom always listened to
him and gave him money, but then
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would hurriedly shoo him out of
the house. Brothers and beggars,
mom always insisted that a true
child of the Lord made no distinction between the two.
Tommy initially had a hard time
learning how to be so uninhibited in kindness. When he was six
or seven he would often not even
think of his mom. She only came
into a place of priority for him
when his stomach growled or
when he became mesmerized by
a toy he felt that he deeply needed

to be able to sleep at night. At any
other time, she was not worth the
effort it took to be kind. Only dad,
as imposing as ever, kindled that
effort automatically from his children. When dad was in the house,
Tommy's personality fit his size,
and he was the quietest of all the
kids. But once dad walked out the
door into the dark clouds
and blinding gray light,
Tommy became intolerable, never once realizing
that mom might already
have enough to worry
about with three little
girls with budding chests
and two teenage boys who came
home dazed and smelling funny.
That morning, mom was already
wet in the eyes, having had one of
her little girls wake up in a fury of
pain from within and one of her
boys insisting that his sister was
experiencing this because there
was no God. I mean, if God is good
and loving, why would he let a little girl who did no wrong suffer no
wrong suffer so much shit? Huh,
mom?
Tommy had no idea this was all
happening though. He woke to the
regular chaste kiss on the forehead
and heard the slamming front door
that was his cue to enter stage to
the Klinghoffer morning. He was
feeling a bout of wicked energy;

it was a sprouting boldness in his
stomach that closed off his mind
from the rest of his body and let
him give himself permission to do
not as he should, but as he pleased.
He bolted to the kitchen, where he
found mom washing dishes in an
almost hypnotic motion. There
was so much steam, the water
must have been searing,
but her listless forward
stare gave no sign she
was suffering. She wasn't
even aware that Tommy
had entered, which infuriated him.
"I'm hungry," he
whined, looking at her for immediate solution. She glanced at him,
but said nothing. Keeping her eyes
fastened out of the window ahead,
she shook her head so quickly it
was almost like a twitch.
Well, that wasn't satisfying. Tommy lifted his foot and brought it
down with all his might onto the
dark green tiles below. "Mom! I'M
HUNGRY!"
Again, nothing. Infuriated, he
decided that instead of acting
big like dad, he should act little;
yeah, that always seemed to get
her attention. So he began to hop
rapidly in place, calling her all the
while with all of his throat. "MOM!
MOM! MOM!"
Without warning, she slammed
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the plate in her hands onto the
stained ivory basin, and the shattering sound drowned out Tommy's
cries. She whipped around, bent
down until she was nose to nose
with him, and screamed "WHY
CAN'T YOU JUST SHUT UP!?"
He recoiled immediately, but she
quickly caught his thin arm in her
grasp. He yelped in pain, but she
didn't let go. Thinking she didn't
hear his warning cry, he began
to wail as she dragged him by his
arm into the living room. Dumping
him on the floor, she reached for
the long brown piece of leather by
the laundry. Tommy was trembling
by then, silent except for the occasional involuntary hiccup of fear.
She hauled him up, wrapped the
leather around his stomach, and
pulled him up on the sofa until she
was in height with the low wooden
beams that framed the emptiness
where a ceiling should have been.
Knotting the leather around the
closest beam,
Tommy gasped with each tug as he
felt himself being lifted up, up, up,
his feet squirming in desperation
for solidity.
She stepped down from the sofa,
at first satisfied by the outcome of
her work. But her genuine smile
became a confused grimace as
she took in the sight of her youngest dangling before her, and the
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realization of the faults and possible consequences of her chosen
punishment set in. How could she
explain this? Tommy, now wet in
the eyes and possibly in the pants,
was the first to probe her for this,
his expression confused but too
intimidated to demand answers.
She fumbled, looking aghast,
and then said "well, you wanted
to behave like an animal!" This
meant nothing to him, but Tommy wondered if it should have,
as mom turned on her heel after
this, deciding their encounter was
at its conclusion. He would hang
there for the rest of the morning,
first waiting for the ache of his
throat and eyes to subside once he
stopped crying, and then hoping
beyond hope that someone might
let him down to relive him from the
deep scratching of the makeshift
harness. But mom didn't come
back. His siblings, although they
indeed noticed him, did not even
attempt to talk to him or even ask
mom why he was up there. Tommy
wondered if she was too busy for
them to ask, as she flitted around
the house with more enthusiasm
than he'd ever seen her with.
By the time dusk came, and
his mother released him, Tommy could not take comfort in his
freedom, or that his mother had
chosen not to yell at him again,

but returned to her usual habits of
quietly begging him behave before
sending him to his room. He listened to her in complete silence,
his eyes cast down the whole time,
apparently still fixated on the floor
that had been his constant view
that whole day. He carried this
solemn atmosphere with him into
his room, into his bed, which he
could only lie in while curled up,
his back hunched to not provoke
his aching neck and shoulders. He
allowed himself to cry again. But
it wasn't even the physical agony
that riddled his body.
Tommy had never quite understood why mom insisted that God
needed his brother's belief. The
grown ups at church said God was

the most powerful person ever, and
that he lived up in a kingdom in
the sky. He didn't need anybody
to be powerful, but still demanded that everybody think of him,
listen to him, obey him. And even
though nobody could see God, it
was a good thing to look up at the
sky once in a while, to show him
respect.
Tommy thought he understood
why now, and felt very sorry for
God. Because when he was hanging
from the rafters, Tommy had been
looking down upon everybody, and
yet he didn't feel godly in any way.
Because nobody was looking up
at him.

Uniting Home With Our Land Ethic
byJhan Godrej
Third Place in Prose
The San Francisco Bay Area is home
to one of the most naturally biodiverse regions in the country, with an
abundance of unique animals that fill
almost every ecological niche in the
animal kingdom. In fact, the Bay Area
is in the middle of the California Floristic Province, one of the world's most
important biodiversity hotspots. The
Mediterranean climate allows for relatively cool winters with precipitation,
and relatively warm to hot summers

with little to no precipitation.
I come from a small town along
the Peninsula in the Bay Area, a lovely place called Los Altos. Although I
have lived in the quaint little town for
more than 18 years of my life, I did
not get directly involved in the community's local environment and preservation efforts until I reached middle school. In those two short years, I
learned invaluable lessons about our
local environment and how it impacts
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our broader region as a whole. For
reference, the town of Los Altos is
in the Lower Peninsula Watershed,
a 98-square-mile area whose creeks
feed into the San Francisco Bay. Four
distinct creeks stretch over Los Altos,
running from the foothills into the
bay. These creeks are hosts to various
native species, including ducks, egrets,
heron, owls, fish, salamanders, and
raccoons.
The middle school I
attended located in the
hills of Los Altos, Pinewood, required us to
complete 20 hours of
community service per
semester: something I
look back on and cherish today for all of the marvelous experiences I shared with my classmates
while we supported our local environment. Separate from the community
creek cleanup days, I would also help
participate in safeguarding our town's
pathways, which are home to a great
number of plant and animal species.
Aldo Leopold strives to point out the
importance of his concept, the land
ethic, in A Sand CountyAlmanac.
Rather than interpreting the concept of the land ethic as an indication of
disregard for the individual in favor of
the species or the ecosystem, my view
is quite different. I see the concept of
the land ethic as the outgrowth and
extension ofhis deep personal concern
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for the individual.
Leopold's emphasis on the land ethic and his concern for the individual
illustrates that the individual's relation to the land, (and to the plants and
animals which grow upon it), can and
should be symbiotically beneficial,
rather than just disregarding us in
favor of the natural environment. To
expand on this, my personal involvement with my own town's land really benefits me more
than anything. Leopold acknowledged that
people's environmental
/ values and ethics tend
/ to be rooted in their own
experiences.
Why did the protection of my creeks, hills and pathways
become so important to me? During
my high school years, I began to recognize the Bay Area's growing human
population and the ever increasing
development. As our human population continues to grow in the Bay
Area and Peninsula, urban sprawl
is rapidly wiping out the remaining
wildlands and habitat for threatened
species. Sprawl development (typically luxury home enterprises, apartment complexes and golf courses) is
harming and fragmenting important
wildlife habitat while also increasing
traffic congestion and contributing to
air and water-quality issues. According to a recent Mercury News report,

more than 300,000 acres of natural
landscape in the Bay Area are at risk
of sprawl development. I started to
understand why conserving my town's
natural open space preserves, creeks,
and local ecosystems was becoming
increasingly significant.
The Bay Area's volatile growth,
coupled with its rich biodiversity, has
resulted in a high number of native
species at risk. The Bay's nine counties
are home to more than 90 animal and
plant species listed as threatened or
endangered under the federal Endangered Species Act. Even with the tremendous growth and development
throughout the region, however, no
endangered species has gone extinct in
the bioregion—a testament to the Act's
power. The ability to understand and
connect with our land, environment,
and local ecosystems, will eventually
drive us to conservation of the land
we live with.
Many people are unaware of the
Bay Area's vast amount of open space.
When you drive along the 1-280 highway, you can observe the Santa Cruz
mountain range. Los Altos Hills has
seven open space preserves and parks.
Every year in high school I would volunteer for the town of Los Altos Hills
Pathways Run. The event was always
full of joy and excitement, as runners
from across the local towns and from
other places in the Bay Area would prepare to race. During those volunteer

experiences, I learned a great deal
more about how the town's pathway
systems were connected and just how
many species reside among the hills
of my town. A myriad of plant species
such as the Shiny Leaf Barberry, which
grows beautifully in the springtime,
would grow along the paths.
What I didn't realize at the time,
but started to appreciate as I volunteered year after year, was how time
stops when you are connecting with
your own environment and the nature
that surrounds you. As Leopold states,
"We can be ethical only in relation to
something we can see, feel, understand
love, or otherwise have faith in" (A
Sand County Almanac). Much of our
understanding the land ethic comes
from having tangible experiences with
nature and going out to explore the
native species around us, and those are
the species that also provide ecological services for us. As I experienced
my own town's nature and began to
comprehend what it meant to give back
to my own environment, I started to
grasp how our environment directly
impacts our lives. If one is to truly
grasp what Aldo Leopold describes as
a Land Ethic in A Sand County Almanac, then it's imperative to go outside
and indulge in what nature has to offer.
I think back to my memories of connecting with nature, and in that I can
look back on my own Land Ethic.
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Cottage By The Sea
by Priscilla Lam

You know what I daydream
about? I think about living in a
little cottage by the sea.
I think about being with someone who feels like home. In the
mornings the sun comes through
the window in fractions that light
up parts of the white walls. The
breeze wrestles the curtains open.
Everything is fresh and every day
is new. And there is no rush to
move or to be anywhere at all. The
air is filled with time and trust and
love. And the love doesn't need to
be spoken or reassured. Live is in
the silence. Gulls sing in the distance. The wooden floor sighs in
response to our movement as if to
say it's glad to be touched. Some
of the cupboard handles are loose.
None of the mugs are the same.
But everything has character. We
reach for the same cup every time,
despite having so many. The faucet
drips. The plates are all different
too. Little house plants line the
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window panes. In the mornings
the toast pops out of the toaster
and it's always a little burned and
we spread it over with jam. We eat
breakfast and watch the waves roll
on and on. You hold me from the
back like a blanket draped over my
shoulders. There's only warmth
and safety and shelter. There are
no responsibilities, just eternal
peace. And we walk together and
find shells which are the secrets
of the sea. Our footprints in the
sand fade with the tide as if to say
everything we have is so ethereal
and fleeting. Moments pressed in
time only exist in memory because
there is no proof that we are here
or that any of it is real. And at night
we read by the fireplace and talk
about philosophy, Aristotle, Dante,
and time. We talk about meanings
and maybe everything is a muddle and perhaps we'll never get the
answers. But the only thing that
really matters is that we know each

other. And there's such peace at
night. I never dread the darkness
because it doesn't exist anymore.
The twinkling lights and fireside
fill the spaces that darkness used
to leave. I am no longer haunted by
the words I said or didn't say. Our
ghosts fade away. Love replaces the
absence, love fulfills the loneliness.

Love removes the bad memories.
Pasts are erased here. The waves
roll on and on and wash them
away. And I realize I am healed—
not by success and praise but by
mismatched socks and tea in coffee mugs. I am healed by coming
home in a cottage by the sea.

Hero and Nim
by Lauren Swintek
First Place in Prose
The little boat sailed through yes, she had helped somewhat.
a cloudless blue sky. The wind Arms outstretched for balwas at his stern, the sun warmed ance, she stepped onto the sunhis wooden flanks, and the earth bleached railing, empty sky mere
was slipping by far below him. inches from her toes. "You're
They were makfun to tease, you
ing good time.
know that, Hero?"
"I think we lost
She seemed not
them," said Nim,
to notice the desas she emerged
ert floor so many
from the cableagues below as
in. The sailboat
she walked along
rolled his one
the rail, though
good eye, and the
. Hero certainly
wood beneath
—Cdid. His entire
her bare feet creaked irrita- frame went stiff, and he did not
bly. A corresponding wave of relax until she reached the bow
annoyance washed over her. She and sat down, the boat equivlaughed. "Okay, okay, I'm kid- alent of holding a breath and
ding Hero, you lost them. But I releasing it. Hero hated it when
helped." The deck groaned as the she did that.
boat begrudgingly admitted that "Yes, I know it's not safe. If it
-14
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was it wouldn't be nearly as fun,
you know." For a moment there
was only the sound of the sail
snapping in the wind. Then the
deck beneath her light brown
fingers hummed a question.
To anyone else, it would have
sounded like the soft groan of
wood expanding in the sun, but
to her, the query was as clear as
day.
"You'd catch me, of course,"
Nim replied, with all the faithfulness of a child.
And what could Hero say to
that?
They came within sight of
their destination a few minutes
past midday. Nim had walked
back along the gunwale, again
with no hands (Hero was not
happy), to take up her usual
position at the stern. Occasionally, she would unhook the spyglass from her belt and scan the
sky behind them, but the wide
blue expanse above the desert
remained empty. Sometimes
she would think she'd seen the
sun glinting off a metal hull and
her hand would nervously twitch
towards the rigging knife at her
hip, but it was always nothing.
After the fifth false-alarm,
Nim's focus started to wane.
She was beginning to look forward to the relative safety of Mr.
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Lee's. Maybe he would finally
have the paints she'd ordered
ages ago. Hero was really starting to look the worse for wear,
and was definitely overdue for
new coat of paint. As she stared
off into the sky, spyglass forgotten, she began to trace the edge
of Hero's stern, fingers passing
over the worn wood, flaking bits
of varnish, and scratches both
old and new. When her fingertips unconsciously brushed the
single bullet hole in his side,
Hero flinched, and she felt the
white hot impression of a bullet
burrowing into him.
"Sorry." Nim cringed. "That
one's on me." She touched the
scar on her left arm in sympathy. The memory of how she and
Hero had gotten those particular battle scars rose up in her
mind, raw, painful, and unbidden, but she managed to shove
it back down without too much
effort. "Happy thoughts, happy thoughts," she murmured,
leaning back so she could gaze
blithely into the blue.
Thinking aloud was one of the
many habits she had picked up
out here. Hero didn't mind when
Nim rambled into the wind, or
talked to herself. The only thing
he did mind was when she cried,
and then his sail would sag,

and the wood beneath her feet
would grow stiff and cold. Then
she would have to stop sniffling,
and cheer him up by inventing
a story about the adventures of
certain girl and her very brave
boat, or stroke his painted sides
and reassure him that she was
fine, really she was. And in doing
so she would forget her tears,
which she suspected was exactly
his intent in the first place.
Hero sent a shiver down the
length of his body, startling Nim
from her wandering thoughts,
and bringing her back to the
present. She brushed her dark
hair over one ear and leaned
over the side to see that the pale
cracked earth of the desert had
transformed into the clear, salty
waters of Stillwater Lake.
While she was daydreaming,
Hero had brought them much
lower, only about a hundred feet
or so off the surface of the water.
She could just make out her
reflection, peering over the side
of his red hull into a watery sky.
It was much hotter this close to
the ground, stiflingly so. Despite
the whole of the sky at her back,
she couldn't help feeling a bit
claustrophobic.
As Nim watched, a school
of baitfish broke through the
lake's glassy surface, swimming

through air as easily as through
water. They ascended in a silvery
mass, breathing and moving as
one, billowing outwards and up.
Nim pulled her head back just
in time for her and Hero to be
enveloped in a cloud of fish. For
a second, she could see nothing
but small, slippery bodies, and
then they were gone, spiraling up into the sun. Six or seven larger fish, striped bass she
thought, whistled past, chasing
their prey into higher altitudes.
Nim spared a thought for her
fishing pole, stowed under the
gunwale, and sighed at the lost
opportunity. She'd lost the last
of her baitfish to a bluefin who
was clever enough to take the
bait but not the hook.
"Ah well, we can buy more at
Mr. Lee's. Speaking of which...,"
she trailed off. Hero had spotted it too. A small, whitewashed
house sitting on the horizon, just
off the starboard bow. They had
arrived at their destination.
Nim left the control of the
tiller and their descent to Hero,
while she began to furl the sail,
cutting down their speed considerably. If he was at his best,
Hero would have done it all himself, but they had been sailing for
three days straight, and even a
boat can only think of so many
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things at once. Besides, they appeared to be floating on the
worked better as a team.
shallow waters of Stillwater
Lake, it actually sat a foot or
Mr. Lee watched the brightly two above it, raised on woodpainted boat approach from his en pilings planted deep into the
porch, a beer in one hand and lakebed. He lived on the second
an issue of the Valley Times story, the first story being devot(opened to the comics section) ed to Mr. Lee's General Store,
in the other.
the only such establishment for
"Hmph," he'd said when he a hundred miles in any direcsaw them appear on the hori- tion, and a lifeline for the varzon. It was about time the girl ious settlers, wanderers, and
and that tub of hers stopped by clans who made their living in
here. Why, just last night he'd the desert. It was also a magnet
figured that she must have run for the fish who lived in the lake,
out of provisions over a week and for many years now there
ago. "Foolish child." Still, he had existed a thriving ecosystem
couldn't deny the smile spread- both below and above the shop.
ing over his wrinkled face. With
After securing the mainsail,
a shake of his head he stood and, the girl with the caramel skin
still smiling, went to flip the sign and light blue eyes jumped nimon the door from CLOSED to bly off the boat and ran up the
OPEN.
dock, her feet echoing hollowLeaning against a listing col- ly on the water below. She was
umn, he watched the two work wearing a yellow shirt with the
together to touch down gently sleeves cut off and fraying jean
on the surface of the lake, send- shorts that looked like they had
ing waves in every direction. seen better days. Nim hugged
They coasted once around the Mr. Lee with a force that seemed
building before bumping gen- beyond her small frame, and he
tly against a dock that extended hugged her back with a gruff,
from the porch like a long and "Good to see you!" He waved
very crooked nose. The only oth- at Hero, and one of Hero's flags
er vessel was Mr. Lee's small waved back, despite the lack of
wind.
motorboat, Lucky II.
Though from a distance
Then the two of them ducked
Mr. Lee's business and home into the store's cool, musty
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interior, Mr. Lee already launching into a good-natured reprimand. "It's been far too long, by
my reckoning, you should have
stopped by last week, what have
you been eating, you're skinny as
a bone, you must stay for dinner,
I'll fix you a proper meal- oh,
and could you shut the screen
door behind you? Bob got into
my sun peaches last night so he's
being punished.
"Sorry Bob," Nim whispered
as she shut the door on a brilliant green fish with wide, innocent eyes. Glub, said Bob. After
briefly attempting to fight off the
fish, crab and other creatures
that began to make themselves
comfortable in his home, Mr. Lee
had given up and named them
all instead. Lingering in the
aisles, she glimpsed Tera, Opi,
Elise, Naroo, Kit, Dane Artorius Wolfhelm III, and Mary, who
was in fact a cat.
"Heaven and earth, look how
big you've gotten!" Nim said,
stroking Opi's scales.
"He ate Mira."Her hand froze.
"He didn't." She wagged a finger
in his face. "Bad fish."
Mr. Lee walked past her and
into the stockroom. "Come on
over here. I got something to
show you."
"Did they come?"

"Get over here and see for
yourself!"
They had come. Four dusty
cans of paint sat on a shelf in
between several canned leon
berries and a ripped bag of
half-eaten sun peaches, each
one marked with either a red,
yellow, blue, or white spot.
"Thanks Mr. Lee! Oh, Hero's
going to be so happy, his port eye
is worn nearly clean off, so he's
been almost half-blind going on
a year now. That's been the cause
for more than a few near misses,
I can tell you- Hey Hero! They're
here! The paints are here!"
Nim ran out to find Hero, who
had drifted up above the roof
in an attempt to avoid a small
school of curious fish. Mr. Lee
went to the window, the words,
a few near misses, ringing in his
ears. He had been so glad to see
her safe, he'd let himself forget
why he had been so worried in
the first place. Ever since she
showed up on his doorstep, with
laughter on her lips and eyes
that had seen far too much of
life, he'd wanted to protect her.
But no matter how hard he tried,
he had never been able to make
her stay. Nim and Hero were kin
and the sky was their home. That
was where they belonged.
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Requiem For Red Rock
by Madison White
Second Place in Prose
It's beautiful, isn't it?" says Lucaz agreed to take me into Red
Manuel Ayala, a lifelong Las Rock Canyon for some first-hand
Vegan, gesturing to the wide experience. Before dawn, we
expanse of rusted red hue. "Can chugged along the mountainside
you believe they want to build on and settled somewhere in the
this land?"
197,349 acres of National ConAyala's disbelief is shared by servation Land to watch the sun
many Nevadans who want to rise. As light seeped in between
keep Red Rock Canyon Nation- the jagged mountains, Lucaz
al Conservation Area, a rim of said, "This land is for everyone
undeveloped wilderness on the right now, for all to enjoy and
outskirts of the vice capital of visit. If they build on it, it'll be
the U.S., from the clutches of privatized."
suburban sprawl. Red Rock Ayala and Lucaz both worked
Canyon, Nevada's first National for the NextGen Climate, an
Conservation Area, is popular environmental group, and Lucaz
with climbers, hikers, bikers and currently works for the League
even car-bound sightseers who of Conservation Voters. Both
enjoy it's 13-mile
are worried about
scenic tour. The
the potentially
area, under fedeffects of developeral Bureau of
ing on Red Rock
Land ManageCanyon.
ment adminisLas Vegas, like
tration, serves
most of the cities
as habitat for the
in Nevada, is a
endangered desert tortoise as boom town, requiring seemingly
well as such wildlife as bighorn endless expansion and developsheep and wild burros. The lust- ment to sustain the steady influx
ful eye of development, however, of migrants seeking well-paying
has cast its gaze towards to Red jobs that do not require a college
Rock once again.
degree. Both the population and
Ayala and his friend Leslie the gaming-based economy of
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Las Vegas have grown exponentially, with no indication of stopping or slowing down. Despite
concerns about gambling, the
NFL's Oakland Raiders are moving to a $1.9 billion stadium in
Las Vegas in 2020 and the NHL
is seriously considering putting a
franchise in Sin City. These plans
also mean stadium construction,
upkeep, and an expansion of the
hospitality industry to accommodate spikes in tourism and
strain on infrastructure.
Las Vegas occupies the eastern
edge of the Mojave Desert, a hostile environment for most living
things, let alone humans. The
city's relentless growth has been
supported by the sheer amount
of undeveloped land in the state.
Nevada has seen boom and bust
since its first mining ventures,
and has more abandoned settlements than anywhere else in
the country. The majority of the
state is unoccupied, 82.9 percent
of the land is owned by the Federal government according to the
U.S. Department of the Interior.
So why are developers turning
to Red Rock Canyon? While the
majority of the state is rural and
unoccupied, potential areas for
development in the Vegas Valley are slowly shrinking as the
city expands. Red Rock meets an

ideal criterion for high-income
buyers: it's close enough to the
Strip to enjoy Las Vegas' many
indulgences, but far enough away
to afford the air of rustic isolation. As we drove along Red Rock
Canyon's famed 13-mile scenic
route, Ayala pointed out where
the proposed development would
go. Southern Nevada developer
Jim Rhodes owns the land in
question through his company,
Gypsum Resources. Rhodes'
land is just outside the boundaries of National Conservation
Land and would be visible from
the scenic drive inside the park.
The land currently hosts the
Blue Diamond Hill Gypsum
mine. The mine has been operating since 1925, making it one
of the oldest in the country.
Rhodes has proposed a development on this land before. In
2013, the County Commission
voted down Rhodes' plan for over
7,000 houses and a surrounding
community including a school
and police department. It would
have been the third largest city
in Southern Nevada.
Rhodes argues that development on this land would be minimally invasive to the area and
would serve as a rural community. However, Ron Krater, the
projects spokesman, explained
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at a Clark County Planning Com- down from an originally promissioner meeting in October of posed 7,000 homes. The ecolog2016 that the plans are in begin- ical effects of Rhodes' proposed
ning stages and are not specific. village are unclear; his compaClark County has a multi-step ny is doing research on how the
process for large scale develop- impacts of nearly 100 years of
ments, and the company was not gypsum mining on any eventual
able to freely discuss details of residency. Even if it's determined
the project until after prelimi- that the development would pose
nary rezoning was approved. no significant risks to humans
Krater also commented that living, the landscape will be
the land proposed for devel- totally changed. Water, sewage,
opment has "no environmen- and power lines must be brought
tal resource value, as a result to the area at taxpayers' expense.
Of 70+ years of active mining." "People here live alongside the
Since they can't mine the land drought as if it's our neighbor,
anymore, development is being you respect the water we have. I
used as a method of reclamation. think people will feel uncomfortThis idea has floated around for able using valuable resources in a
decades, even before Rhodes' development we don't know will
company purchased the land. succeed, when there are commuThe vision of a rough-and-tum- nities in the Valley where people
ble, jewel-of-the-desert Nevada need it," says Ayala. The current
community may be clever mar- two-lane, winding 1-95,extendketing, but the plans conflict ing all the way through Las Vegas
with that image as well as the up to Reno has nowhere near the
local zoning rules. The land is carrying capacity to sustain the
zoned Rural Community, which kind of traffic needed to settle
only allows for building of 1,500 thousands of acres and support
homes. Rhode's vision calls for a community. New roads, stop
building 5,000 houses on 2,010 lights, and sidewalks would have
acres near the Red Rock Canyon to be put in, again at taxpayer
National Conservation Area. To expense. Biking is popular in this
the dismay of those who want to area, and increased traffic would
preserve Red Rocks, the Clark pose a threat to cyclists' safety.
County Commissioners approved The natural, mountainous
the plans after whittling the scale barrier of Red Rock Canyon has
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kept much of Las Vegas' pollution out, but placing a small city
right on the edge of conservation
land is a surefire way to harm
the environment. The devastation of wildlife habitats during
construction and human residency would permanently alter
one of the most pristine sites in
the Mojave desert.
During Gypsum Resources'
community outreach phase in
2016, concerned citizens asked
about a buffer zone between
developments and the national
conservation area. Rhodes' plan
for a sparsely populated, salt- ofthe-Earth village that will have
low traffic and focus on sustainable development is unlikely to
come to fruition. Houses in comparable neighborhoods, like Red
Rock Country Club, start in the
230k range and go above a million, far higher than the average house value in Las Vegas of
$209,100. Save Red Rock, an
activist group devoted to the
preservation and protection of
the canyon, worries that there's
little reason to believe Rhodes'
development will not go beyond
the initial scope. Shiny new houses in a unique area are a recipe
for gentrification, the chance to
design a new area to cater to the
wealthy.

Save Red Rock was around
before Rhodes: the group has
also helped create bike lanes,
lowered the speed limit on the
roads leading to and from the
national park, and banned commercial trucking through the
canyon. Now, their efforts are
concentrated on keeping Red
Rock rural, and developers out.
Developers have been trying to
build in this area for decades, and
have always been turned down
by the Clark County Commissioners, until now. On February
22, the County approved Rhodes'
preliminary plans, the first of
many steps. Rhodes owns the
land and technically can build
on it whenever he want. The only
reason the County is involved is
because he wants to build more
houses than the property is currently zoned for. Next, Gypsum
Resources has to submit the Specific Plans and a Public Facilities
Needs Assessment that outlines
the environmental and economic
impact of the development.
Las Vegas residents are nervous about this development.
The Save Red Rock petition in
circulation hit 45 thousand signatures, ironically, the day the
County approved Rhodes' plan.
Expensive developments in isolated part of town are a story
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Las Vegans are familiar with; it's
the story of Summerlin, Boulder
City, Henderson, and Blue Diamond— all communities that fit
the same criteria and have seen
massive growth.
Knowing this— as Rhodes, who
has been developing in Southern Nevada for decades certainly does— is it worth disrupting
the untapped environment near
a national park? Is it worth it
to build new roads, water pipelines, electric power lines, for a
community that has a reasonable chance of failure given the
history of these developments?
Despite public opinion, the Clark
County Commissioner seems to
think so.
In 2003, laws and ordinances were adopted by the state of
Nevada as well as Clark County
to specifically prohibit the development within 46,000 acres of
the Red Rock Overlay District.
Gypsum resources sued the state
and county and the Nevada state
Supreme Court declared the
laws unconstitutional, as it was
specifically drafted to prevent
Rhodes or like-minded developers in the area. This decision
from the Courts was a set-back
for the Save Red Rock movement
and its endorsers, including Congresswoman Dina Titus (D-NV).
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However, on April 25th, the Nevada State Assembly passed AB277,
which "Revises provisions governing land use planning." The
bill directly references the 2003
ruling, and extends provisional
protection to all national park
areas and adjacent lands within
a five-mile radius of the state of
Nevada. Red Rock Canyon, Sloan
Canyon, and Black Rock Desert-High Rock Canyon Emigrant
Trails come under its protection.
Nevada Assemblyman Steve
Yeager (D-NV 9) introduced the
revised bill and explained earlier
this week, "If the bill passes, it
essentially freezes the existing
zoning, and would preclude higher density zoning."
Assembly bill 277 could throw a
wrench in the Gypsum Resources development plan, and legal
action from Rhodes' company is
anticipated. The legal course of
action is unclear at this point, but
Clark County's initial approval
the plans sent a big message to
developers and activists alike.
"Big-money developers like
Rhodes are a dime a dozen, but
unfortunately, land like Red
Rock Canyon is not," Lucaz said
as we piled back into the car, taking one last look at the morning
sun glowing above the protected
land.

Home
b's Averie Samuels

We were at a community meeting place having an interesting
discussion about life in the favelas, how people live, how they
work, and how they came to live
in the favelas. The favelas are
also not controlled by the government. This means that people can build however they wish.
Unfortunately,
this also means
that the favelas
don't have the
same access to
government
programs. It
saddened me
to hear that the
politicians only care about the
favelas when it is election or
reelection time. They said that
the politicians add some cosmetic fixes to the community
to make it seem like they will
actually help the favelas. After
the election, the fixes never last.
I found it interesting when the
woman and another person said
how people choose to live there
or they choose not to leave. In a
way, this makes sense because
a favela is its own community.
When we walked up the street
towards the favela, I am not sure

what I was expecting. Looking
back through my memories, I
am pretty sure that I expected
it to be more grungy than it was.
I feel like I was able to look past
the outside of the houses and the
smells that surrounded the favela. This is a place where people
have built their own houses and
have most of the
basic essentials
that they need
to live within
the community —including
a store, small
restaurants and
pharmacies,
and a school that was either only
preschool or went up through elementary school (I don't remember the exact details). I thought
it was interesting that even in the
poverty of the favela, a company
like Coca-Cola came and put its
brand in the shops for the people to sell. There was a logical
reason for this, but the reason
is slipping my mind. As we were
walking up some of the stairs, I
distinctly remember a little boy
no more than 3 years old standing in a doorway with his mother.
He smiled at us, Sally waved. He
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looked so happy that someone
was waving to him.
"For him, in that moment,
nothing else mattered."
Once you have a community
—a strong, thriving community— it is hard to imagine giving
it up for somewhere where you
don't have a community, even if
it means a "better life." What is a
"better life" if you don't have the
community you have worked so

hard to build surrounding you?
This idea is similar to the community that is built on a college
campus. The people within in the
community choose to be there
and work together in order to
build a sense of community. It is
a beautiful thing that often happens organically, but still has to
be nurtured in order to not only
survive, but to thrive.

Raindrops
by Samuel Laiida

I almost let the steering wheel wouldn't still have the courage
go. That rainy night when the to say to you that while I love
sky was dark, and the moon you I can't stay because I'm no
was shining bright I couldn't longer sure whether I think I
love you or if I know this to be
find a reason to hold on.
some childish infatuation. I tell
Tap. Tap. Tap.
I heard every raindrop on those who know about you that
the glass of the car, each one it isn't infatuation that we're far
ahead beyond that;
falling to meet their
and that we aren't
end on the wipers
children pretending
of the windshield.
at adult games. Yet
As they fell, my
here we stand.
hands moved to my
Two idiots in their
face, a reflection of
twenties hoping
the windshield. My
that by some miratears wiped away
cle they can see each
by a careless action
and so I start the car and begin other Tuesday night if I call off
driving once more, hoping not work and if the stars align and
to make it home for if I did I God's good angels teleport me
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to her job where we can hope
to chat for 20 minutes about
your day and whether you're
doing well in school.
Tap. Tap. Tap.
The rain hits harder and as
the car cleans the windshield
it gets pelted with more and
more rain like my mind is
pelted with questions about
whether I'm good enough or
whether I deserve you, are you
thinking about me the way I
used to think about you, are
you willingly ignoring my texts
because you know that I'm no
longer the man you met before?
How can I rest when I no longer know the way you think,
the way you feel? I used to
know your mind the way I
know my heart but even now
my heart is in a state of haze
and so I do not know myself.
Like the rain I fall but unlike
it I won't regroup after I hit my

destination. I thought about
my doubts, my fears, and let
everything else disappear, but
before I let the wheel go I saw
the bright red light that called
my car to stop. The street was
empty, but my thoughts were
full of memories we shared and
the hardships that we faced,
and in that moment with the
red light, I thought not of the
destination but of the journey.
If I had let go of the steering
wheel could I have seen the
colors of the restaurant light
dance the way they did on the
concrete ground or the color of
the midnight blue that guided
me to the light my car halted
on?
I firmly grabbed the wheel
and went my joyless way.
I may not know the destination but I'm gladly on the
pathway.
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Qualified Immunity and Its Effects on Society
byKole Joachim
The forethought of civil liberties ethics of a given decision or action,
strives to guarantee complete equal- such as in qualified immunity, under
ity for every individual in respect to different facets. The generalization of
their natural born rights. The ratio- a societal perspective on a topic such
nalization for such an endeavor is as qualified immunity is near imposarticulately expounded in the goals sible: many believe protection for law
of morality: to assure the stability of enforcement officials outweighs the
a community through the expulsion need for complete equality under
of harmful conditions while empha- the law. Despite the discrepancies
sizing individual security (Gray). that pertain to ethics and qualified
Despite the universal expectation immunity, the two most common facfor a concrete distinction between ets to interpret morality are through
right and wrong when it comes to deontology and consequentialism.
morality, there lies a discrepancy Deontology is the moral philosophy
in its implementation into society. that the results of an action cannot
Qualified immunity guarantees law justify the means of its implementaenforcement officials protection• tion. Consequentialism is the opposfrom the law in certain instances ing viewpoint to deontology as it is
when their actions have violated the belief that the results of an action
the constitutional right of a United justify the means of its implementaStates citizen. The right, however, tion. When viewed through the conmust not have been clearly defined at tradictory definitions of deontology
the time of the offense and the officer and consequentialism, a consensus
must have acted in accordance with on qualified immunity's morality has
the Good Faith Doctrine. The Good yet to be attained, as its positives and
Faith Doctrine exists as a means for negatives have each had their respecpolice officers to justify decisions tive outcomes on society.
when their actions are deemed to Immanuel Kant's theory of deonhave been genuine in nature (Busby). tology is the moral philosophy that
Qualified immunity and the Good the ethicality of an action cannot
Faith Doctrine rely heavily on a mor- be viewed through the results of its
aljustification. Morality, however, is implementation, but rather through
inherently faulty since individuals the moral or immoral nature of the
with dissenting opinions view the action itself. It is a common notion
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that deontology purposefully refuses to view the result of an action
as justification for the means of its
implementation. Major advocates
for qualified immunity claim that
the protection exists to shield individuals who dedicate their efforts
to a difficult profession comprised
of many risks and challenges. The
risks with law enforcement typically
represent the possibility of civil lawsuits in response to a wrongful act
committed under one's employment
as a police official. Advocates deem
qualified immunity as the solution
to these risks, as it adheres to the
philosophical theory of deontology.
Qualified immunity, they claim, acts
as a shield for officials who acted in
good faith and unknowingly violated
the constitutional rights of a United
States citizen. The implementation
of qualified immunity relies on the
moral basis that it exists to expedite
the efficiency at which police offcials
conduct their job. Viewed through
the lens of deontology, qualified
immunity allows police officials to
act in accordance with the Good
Faith Doctrine if they prove their
sincerity of intention in their actions.
The sincerity of their intention is a
justification for their action, thus
adhering to the philosophical notion
of deontology.
Qualified immunity exists as a protection for government officials when
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violating laws that are not clearly
established at the time of the offense.
The contradictory nature of philosophy is evident at the notion of what
is "clearly established." According to
deontology, an officer committing a
misconduct against a citizen is an
immoral act, as it fails to adhere to
Immanuel Kant's categorical imperative: the concept that the morality
behind an action must be universally
moral or immoral when applied to
any individual. Despite the misconduct being inherently immoral when
viewed through the means of the categorical imperative, the notion that
qualified immunity is immoral is
much more convoluted. The sincerity of qualified immunity's intention
for partial protection is occasionally compliant with deontology. The
contradictory nature of deontology
is accentuated when qualified immunity is moral under the proposition
that it exists for the greater safety
of society, but neglects the concept
of the categorical imperative: the
postulation that if qualified immunity exists for some, than it must be
applicable to every individual in the
society.
The morality of civil liberties is
said to guarantee complete equality for every individual in respect
to their natural born rights. Some
believe civil liberties inherently
integrate the philosophical theory

of consequentialism. Consequentialism is the belief that the results
of an action determine the morality
of the original deed. Under this facet, the negative outcomes of qualified immunity take precedence over
the sincerity of its implementation.
Qualified immunity guarantees law
enforcement officials protection
from the law in certain instances
where officers acted in accordance
with the Good Faith Doctrine.
However, many critics of qualified
immunity hold that it is impossible
to determine what constitutes good
faith, as morality differs amongst
individuals. The morality behind
this decision is questionable as the
line between qualified immunity
and absolute protection has been
blurred for police officers since good
faith remains an interpretable term.
Due to the uncertainty of the extent
of qualified immunity, it is believed
to be inherently immoral as critics claim it has developed beyond
applicability and merely creates the
illusion of safety in a society where
rights ought to be universally equal.
Those who view qualified immunity through a consequentialist
perspective conclude that qualified immunity has blurred the line
between absolute and partial protection for police officials. Susan Bendlin of the John Marshall Law Review
discusses the issues with qualified

immunity, stating:
These problematic aspects
include (i) the failure to clarify
important constitutional rights that
may be infringed upon, and (2) the
grant of qualified immunity in such
extreme situations that the distinction between absolute and qualified
immunity is almost eliminated for all
practical purposes"(Bendlin 1040).
Under qualified immunity, police
officers can be protected from punishment for violating the constitutional rights of citizens. This protection stems from the good faith
clause: the idea that police officers
are allowed to break certain laws in
order to fulfill their job so long as
they are acting in "good faith." As
the Constitution is the very essence
of American democracy, it is certain that natural rights guaranteed
to United States citizens cannot be
violated under any circumstance.
Those in opposition to qualified
immunity claim the government was
created as the primary protector of
its citizens' liberties, but believe that
it continues to grant police officers
the ability to break Constitutional
rights. Some believe the current legal
environment grants constitutional
immunity for government officials
while the ordinary person is forced
to subsist political decisions that do
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not apply or serve them in any way.
Advocates desire a system that rectifies the issue with police officials
claiming good faith under qualified
immunity as they believe it is a seemingly impossible claim to judge. The
impossibility for precise judgment
in regards to good faith stems from
the differing opinions on what good
faith means, since morals differ from
person to person. Those in opposition to qualified immunity hold that
legal prosecution should be based
on factual evidence instead of moral
inferences.
As a result of the categorical
imperative of Kant's universal applicability of deontological beliefs, one's
actions regardless of the outcomes
must be universally applicable.
Despite this moral reasoning, those
who are granted qualified immunity are allowed to break predetermined laws that an ordinary citizen
is forced to comply with. Joanna C.
Schwartz, Assistant Professor of
Law at University of California Los
Angeles School of Law, describes
how the contradictory nature of
qualified immunity is made worse
when viewing the outcomes of its
implementation. Schwartz details
the issues with qualified immunity by stating, "[police officer] contributions amounted to just .02%
of the over $730 million spent by
cities, counties, and states in these
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cases" (Schwartz 890). Although this
seems to be a fairly large amount to
be awarded, there were only 37-39
cases where officers charged with
misconduct actually received a fine.
The median fine was $2,000 with
the jurisdictions of the offender
left to pay the remaining amount.
The $2,000 median fine was often
deferred to cities and counties, leaving the officer with no form of indemnification (Schwartz 890). Under a
consequentialist perspective, the
lack of indemnification for government officials creates a negative
impact on society: the city districts
are often left to pay the fines for the
officer who committed the misconduct. The major contributors to the
source of income utilized by the cities to pay the indemnification are
the citizens themselves. Therefore,
citizens are left to pay the fines of
an officer who committed a misconduct against a citizen that violated
the rights of an individual. The negative impacts are believed to outweigh
the deontological nature of qualified
immunity as citizens are believed to
be violated in terms of their constitutional rights and from an economic
standpoint.
According to the categorical
imperative, the lack of punishment
for police misconduct creates a
hierarchy of morals, in which those
in power are wrongfully granted

special privileges not available to the
normal citizen. In the United States
Supreme Court case, Safford Unified School District No. 1 v. Redding,
officers conducted a strip search on
Savana Redding, a thirteen-year-old
girl suspected of distributing prescription-strength anti-inflammatory pills. Although the Supreme Court
found that Redding's Fourth Amendment right to protection from unreasonable searches was violated, the
court determined that the officers
would not be held liable on grounds
of qualified immunity. The result of
the lack of punitive indemnification
for charged police officials results
in a society where officers face little repercussion for acting against
the law, increasing the likelihood of
misconduct in the future. Critics of
qualified immunity claim it is inherently immoral as it lacks punishment
for the guilty offender by placing the
financial burden on the society the
officer swore to protect.
The generalization of a societal
perspective on a topic such as qualified immunity exists in a near impossible manner, creating an intricate
collection of perspectives that are

hinged upon an individual's association with either deontology or consequentialism. There exists a debate on
the ethicality of qualified immunity
reliant on one's belief on whether
the sincerity of its implementation
outweighs its results on society. The
difference in opinion has paved the
way for political movements aimed
at diminishing systemic oppression
towards marginalized groups, while
promoting equality and accountability between the general public and
police officials. The intricacies of
philosophy in regards to qualified
immunity highlight the contradictory nature of human morals; morality
exists to increase the stability of a
community, but disagreements surrounding its implementation often
cause greater amounts of instability. Since morality remains interpretable, the existence of qualified
immunity remains a topic that can
neither be moral or immoral. Qualified immunity in light of ethicality is up to the determination of the
assessor, highlighting the idea that
society exists as a conglomerate of
morals that lacks certainty in the
face of morality.
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Victorian Artists and Ophelia
by Bailie Karcher
For centuries, people have been
drawn to the story of Ophelia.
Her death in William Shakespeare's The fragedy of Hamlet,
Prince of Denmark has made
her a popular allegorical figure
in the fine arts and a universal
symbol of tragic femininity. Her
story has been reiterated and
reinvented throughout every era
since her nascency, every depiction of her providing insight into
the zeitgeist of the day. Depictions of Ophelia in painting and
photography gained popularity
in tandem with the resurgence
of Shakespearean productions
during the Victorian era, when
urbanization drew larger audiences to the theater ("19th-Century Theatre").
Shakespeare's Hamlet poses
an interesting predicament in
illustrative portrayals of Ophelia. Much of the story revolves
around her, but her voice and
persona are rarely given much
depth. Readers of Hamlet are not
permitted to delve into the innermost workings of Ophelia's mind
as they are with Hamlet's; Ophelia delivers no soliloquies contemplating suicide or mourning
the death of her father. Ophelia's
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and Hamlet's stories are actually
somewhat paralleled and certainly tangled together. Both characters deal with depression and
madness and mourn the deaths
of their fathers. However, Ophelia
has to confront the added trauma
of her father's death having been
at the hands of her lover, Hamlet,
and other forms of mistreatment
and neglect at his hands. Ophelia's and Hamlet's mental states
are handled differently both by
the play's other characters and
by Shakespeare himself. Hamlet's
famous "To be, or not to be" soliloquy, in which he contemplates
suicide, is one of the most recognizable pieces of Shakespearean
tragedy, and it provides deep
insight into Hamlet's innermost
thoughts. Yet, Hamlet is not the
character who commits suicide.
When it comes to Ophelia, the
reader sees her from an outside
perspective as the other characters do, a young woman driven to
a childlike form of madness and
eventual suicide.
Because Hamlet, as a character, is more fully developed and
his thoughts are divulged to the
readers, Shakespeare does not
provide the same sort of gap in

his character that leaves room for before, illustrations of scenes
interpretation, as he does with described in the play and feature
Ophelia. The imagery of Hamlet, multiple characters. Depictions
like that of Ophelia, was popu- of Ophelia, on the other hand,
larized during the Victorian era. tend toward portraiture or scenes
However, portrayals of Hamlet in where she is the only human presthe visual arts do not come close ent. The sole focus on Ophelia in
to those of Ophelia, neither quan- these works presents the artists'
titatively nor qualitatively. Depic- intentions to further bolster Ophtions of Hamlet are typically elia's character and further develillustrative scenes
op it.
involving multiple
Rather than poscharacters rather
ing a problem for
than contemplaartists, this gap in
tive character studthe story's character
ies. Hamlet is not
development allows
entirely removed
artists to construct
from the realm of
Ophelia's identiportraiture. Eugene
ty and the mental
Delacroix created
anguish surrounda self-portrait in
-, ----- ing her suicide. It
Hamlet's likeness
is this moldability
in the 1820s (see fig. i), but even of Ophelia's persona that allows
this portrait-like representation her to represent the societies that
takes no interest in developing shape her character. As Kaara L.
Hamlet's character. The very fact Peterson and Deanne Williams
that an artist was able to iden- say in their introduction to The
tify with Hamlet indicates that Afterlife of Ophelia, "culture,
Hamlet's character had already indeed, continues to project its
been fully developed enough own enterprises upon the malwithin the play and, therefore, leable figure of Ophelia--but her
did not require further expan- malleability and absence was
sion through visual portrayals. always Shakespeare's deliberate
Delacroix also created a series invention. If artists and critics
of thirteen lithographs depicting have frequently claimed that they
scenes from Hamlet ("Eugene"). wish to 'give' Ophelia a voice, it
These scenes were, as mentioned is because Shakespeare elected
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to mute hers in the first place" Gertrude describes the flora at
(Peterson and Williams, 2). Victo- the place Ophelia's body was
rian artists such as Richard Red- found. The lines following, left
grave, John Everett Millais, and out of the exhibition, reference
Julia Margaret Cameron were all the "long purples" by their more
taken with this enigmatic void gruesome nickname, "dead men's
surrounding Ophelia and add- fingers" (Shakespeare, 4.7.172).
ed their own Victorian layers to In the painting, Redgrave depicts
her constantly evolving identity. more than thirty species of flowOften these changes in how con- ers whose likeness and symboltemporary audiences recognize ism would have been understood
Ophelia are indicby Victorian viewative of changes in
ers: "The flowers
how contemporary
surrounding Ophsources view womelia, and those in
en as a whole.
the garlands she
Richard Redwears on her head,
grave's painting
refer to constancy,
Ophelia Weaving
love, hopelessness,
Her Garlands(see
and mourning;
fig. 2) was exhibshe wears a ring a
ited at the Royal Fig. 2. Robert Redgrave. Ophelia Weaving Her Dana grasses, relating
nos. 1842. Oil an panel, 76.2 x 63.5 cm. Victoria and
Academy of Arts Albert
to her longing for
Museum. Web. 260ct. 2017. Digital Image.
in 1842. At the time of the paint- Hamlet. She holds a poppy-bud,
ing's exhibition, it hung alongside symbolic of death" ("Ophelia").
a quotation from Act IV, scene vii: Here, Redgrave shows a young
"There is a willow grows ascaunt woman overcome with sorrow.
the brook / That shews his hoar Her eyes, looking vaguely into
leaves in the glossy stream / the distance and off to the side,
There with fantastic garland did show that her thoughts are not
she make / Of crow-flowers, net- grounded in this world; and her
tles, daisies, and long purples" garlands show, quite literally, the
(qtd. in "Ophelia"). Redgrave tangle of emotions she is feeling.
locked onto the floral imagery Ophelia sits on a log with her bare
surrounding Ophelia's death as feet dangling above the ground, a
a source of inspiration for this symbol of Ophelia's descent into
painting. In the paired quotation madness presented in a childlike,
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and even playful, way.
which Ophelia has gone through
Through his use of symbolism, with her suicide. Millais paints
Redgrave provides some psycho- Ophelia's body floating in the rivlogical analysis of Ophelia's tragic er in which she drowned. This
end. Though he borrows imagery illustration proves to be another
from Gertrude's speech announc- useful insight into Ophelia's stoing Ophelia's death, Redgrave ry within the play, as her death
chooses to depict the moments is never actually shown. Clearly,
before Ophelia's suicide, illustrat- Millais takes illustrative inspiing her preparations for her own ration from Gertrude's descripdeath. By illustrating this par- tive speech announcing Ophelia's
ticular scene, Redgrave reveals death. Like Redgrave, he pays
the intenattention to
tionality of
the imporOphelia's
tance of flowfate. Ophers and takes
elia weaves
advantage of
together flotheir organral arrangeic forms and
ments to
color for his
decorate
composiom OSiFig. 3. John Everett Millais. Ophelia. 1851-52. Oil on Canvas, 76.2 X 111.8 CM.
her after she Tate Britain. Tate Britain. Web. 26 Oct. 2017. Digital Image.
tion, even
tion,
drowns herself, in a way putting including what appear to be the
on her own proper funeral, one "long purples" in the upper right
that she may not receive as a sui- corner. Millais also takes note of
cide. Redgrave's portrayal of Oph- Gertrude's description of Ophelia weaving her garlands fills in a elia's positioning in the water:
gap in Hamletand provides more "Her clothes spread wide / And
insight into Ophelia's emotions mermaid-like awhile they bore
leading up to her suicide; where her up" (Shakespeare, 4.7.175Hamlet would have had a solilo- 176).Millais accurately uses the
quy, Ophelia falls silent.
description provided in Hamlet
Perhaps the most famous depic- to illustrate a scene always kept
tion of Ophelia, John Everett offstage. The painting does not
Millais's painting simply titled so much give insight into OphOphelia (see fig. 3), illustrates a elia's character, as it lifts a veil
subsequent part of the story in surrounding her death simply by
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depicting it.
An 1858 pen and ink drawing
Though Miflais's depiction of by Dante Gabriel Rossetti titled
Ophelia was not the first, it is, Hamlet and Ophelia(see fig. 4) is
arguably, the best known and heavily laden with biblical syminfluential in shaping Ophelia's bolism that parallels the plot
image as "the drowned girl." and characters of Hamlet. But
As Coppélia Kahn delineates in what is important for the disthe afterword of The Afterlife of cussion here is its illustration of
Ophelia, there are problems with the relationship between Hamlet
focusing on Ophelia's death as and Ophelia. This scene shown
the main imagery of her story: takes place in Act III, scene i, in
"The passage of
which Ophelia
girl from father
goes to return her
to husband as
"remembrances"
Shakespeare drato Hamlet and
matizes it is too
inform him that
patriarchal, too
she can no lonproblematical,
ger see him. In
too fraught to ever
this scene, Hambe wrapped up in
let speaks cruelly
a single iconic Fig.4. Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Hamlet and Ophelia. 1858. to Ophelia, and
Pen and ink on paper. British Museum British Museum.
she responds to
image that might Web. 26 Oct. aei. Digital Image.
convey the complexities of the his multiple-line scoldings with
crazy, flower-bedecked, drown- meek single-line responses. This
ing girl" (Peterson and Williams, scene depicts the shutting down
238). Focusing solely on her sui- of Ophelia's character. Throughcide and romanticizing its imag- out the play, she is frequently
ery simplifies her character and disregarded not only by other
the depth of tangled events and characters but by Shakespeare.
emotions leading up to her death. Often she is "spoken about"
This is not to say that Ophelia's instead of "spoken to." Ophelia
death is not important to her is often left out of the storyline
place in Hamlet, but rather that in this manner; her suicide plays
it is not the sole facet of her per- an important role in the story, but
sonality, nor is her madness unin- her feelings and decision-making
fluenced by events outside of her are kept secret from the audience
and the other characters. Her
control.
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suicide is kept off stage and the that Cameron decided to create a
audience learns of its occurrence portrait of Ophelia, rather than
through Gertrude's non-emotion- an illustrative scene. This style
al description. Again, she deliv- shows a deliberate decision on the
ers no soliloquies like Hamlet part of Cameron to focus on Ophdoes even though she is, argu- elia's personhood, rather than on
ably, the person going through her importance to the procesthe most trauma. Not only that, sion of the plot. Here, Camerbut in Rossetti's drawing view- on portrays a forlorn- and peners are presented with Hamlet sive-looking Ophelia, focusing
actively shutting down Ophelia. more on the feelings of mournThe body positions in
ing and depression
the drawing reflect
leading up to her
the tone of their
suicide than othconversation in the
er portrayals. Her
scene. Hamlet takes
dark garments, the
an active, confrontadark background,
tional pose. His outthe strong shadows
stretched arms and
on her facial struchis position, towture, and the soft
ering over Ophelia,
blur throughout the
indicate that his tone Fig. 5. Julia Margaret Cameron.Ophelia, Study photograph all work
No.2. 1867. By Sylvia Wolf et at. Chicago: The
is loud and aggres- Art
together to create a
Institute of Chicago 1998. Print,
sive, whereas Ophelia sits in a sense of deep sadness and dizchair in a much more reserved zying mourning. The blurred
pose, her head turned to the side atmosphere and her blank stare
as if she is trying to dodge Ham- create a mysterious, distant, and
let's words.
existential character. Ophelia
Julia Margaret Cameron pro- appears ghostly, almost as if she
duced some of the first photo- has already left this world.
graphic illustrations of Ophelia.
More important than the speHer 1867 photograph, Ophelia, cific emotions Cameron portrays
Study No. 2(see fig. 5), provides is the fact that she attempted to
a more intimate, cropped image provide such a close and raw-feelthan other painted likeness- ing character study of Ophelia at
es. An important distinction all. With this photograph, Camerbetween this work and others is on does not focus on the imagery
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in the play, but rather examines
Ophelia's character in a manner
that the play did not explore. It is
possible that Cameron's position
as a woman gives her a different
perspective on, or maybe merely
an interest in, Ophelia's thoughts
than the male artists who have
portrayed her and the male playwright who created her. Cameron
does not fall into the trap of oversimplifying Ophelia's character,
again providing her viewers with
a sense of Ophelia's feelings in her
time of crisis. In her essay "At the
Margins," in TheA fterlife of Ophelia, Remedios Perni speaks of
Cameron's influence on the subject: "as the first renowned female
photographer, Cameron stands as
the source of inspiration for many
artists portraying the character
in contemporary art, especially artists who make the investigation of gender their central
theme" (Peterson and Williams,
196). Cameron's seemingly simple
photograph of Ophelia provides
insight into her thoughts and feelings, standing in for the contemplative soliloquy the audiences of

Hamlet are denied.
The representation of Ophelia
in Victorian fine art prompts
a three-fold discussion about
her character: how she is treated within Hamlet, both by other characters and Shakespeare;
how Victorian artists take hold
of Ophelia's character and materialize gaps in her character; and
how these developments and the
attraction to Ophelia express the
contemporary societies that produced them. Representations of
Ophelia reflect back the societies
in which they are formed: as we
attach more personhood to women, we attach more personhood
to Ophelia. Artistic representations of Ophelia during the Victorian era echo the complex and
changing roles of women at the
time. The popularity of Ophelian
imagery in this time period rises
in tandem with first-wave feminist movements, and the most
contemplative and insightful portrayals of the heroine are rooted in tangible, unromanticized
images that tackle real human
sensibilities.
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Engaging the Exilic Experience
byMeiMei Liu
As Hippolytus left Athens, forced to roam
by his two-faced and merciless stepmother,
just so shall you leave Florence, friends, and home.
(Dante, Paradiso. XVII 46-48)
Halfway through his journey
through heaven, in Canto XVII
of Paradiso, Dante is told by his
great, great grandfather, Cacciaguida, that he will be exiled
from Florence. The canto describes
the shape and form of the poet's
exile, as well as its dire consequences. Dante will be betrayed
- unfairly and falsely blamed. He
will be forced to abandon all that
he "held most dear." Exile will be
bitter and arduous. The poet will
be forced to rely on the kindness
of strangers. However, only by
enduring dislocation from all that
is familiar and comforting can
Dante find transcendence. Cacciaguida delineates the spiritual
and aesthetic significance of the
poet's impending banishment. He
instructs Dante to write the truth
of the vision of the afterlife he has
been gifted to experience. If his
poetry antagonizes his enemies,
so be it. Political exile will be the
punishment imposed on Dante by
his enemies - his personal Inferno.
However, writing the Commedia

in exile will be the poet's means of
purification, his Purgatorio. That
cathartic, and compensatory, experience will transform punishment
into virtue. In purification, Dante
will find transcendence, not only in
his vision of Paradiso, but by virtue of the legacy of the poem. It is
through the poem that Dante will
transcend his exile and come home
- not home to Florence but home
to himself - healed and whole in
his displacement. Dante discovers
in Canto XVII that exile, the disconnection from time and place,
is required to find truth. It is not
ajourney unique to Dante, however; it is humanity's journey - one
not to be wasted! To find salvation
we must each experience exile, if
not physically, then in the imagination. Dante's desperate hope
is that the Commedia will be the
vicarious vehicle through which he
will again become a member of the
community and that the community will share, and be transformed
by, the revelations that can only be
gleaned in exile.
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Dante frames the announcement of his exile within the myth
of Hippolytus. Beloved of Phaedra, wife of Theseus, Hippolytus
rejects his step-mother's advances and is falsely accused of rape.
His father refuses to believe his
innocence and Hippolytus is banished. Theseus calls upon a curse
Poseidon had gifted him and the
sea god sends a sea monster to
frighten Hippolytus' horses. Hippolytus loses control of the horses and is dragged by them to his
death. Dante's comparison of his
own exile to that of Hippolytus is a
curious choice. The more obvious
choice, in light of what Cacciaguida will further reveal, might have
been Joseph's false accusation of
the same crime by Potiphar's wife.
The biblical story would have referenced Joseph's exile to Egypt, and
thereby echoed the Exodus, a reference made repeatedly throughout the Commedia. Instead, Dante introduces the subject of exile
with reference to Hippolytus why? Dante never strays far from
his didactic purpose, and in this
case, the negative learning example
would seem to be the more powerful. On the surface, Dante employs
the comparison to Hippolytus' banishment to focus the reader on its
injustice - since it was based on a
false accusation, as was Dante's.
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However, the underlying importance of the reference is not its
similarity to Dante's situation, but
instead the difference between the
two. Hippolytus made no use of his
exile; he let it utterly, and finally,
conquer him. The contrast serves
as both dramatic motivation for the
poet and appeals to the reader not
to squander the exilic experience.
Cacciaguida tells Dante that losing what he holds dear is only "the
arrow/the longbow of your exile
first lets fly" (XVII 55-56); that is,
it is only the first of many trials yet
to come. Dante will be forced to
fit in where he does not: "to learn
how bitter as salt and stone/is the
bread of others, how hard the way
that goes/up and down stairs that
never are your own" (XVII 58-60).
He will have to "become a party" of
his own, but as he does so, his fame
will shine all the brighter. Ousted
by one party, exiled with the members of another, Dante will find no
alliances; he will only find honor in
solitude, in otherness. As an exile,
Dante will be free of politics, free
of illusions that blinded him, free
of false gods, of false temptations,
of all that led him from the path of
righteousness from which Beatrice
had to intervene to save him. It
is at this point that Dante awakens in the dark wood of Inferno:
disoriented, dislocated, alienated

from all he knew before. Only
in his encounter with Cacciaguida, however, does Dante begin to
reflect on the significance of his
journey through the afterlife as it
relates to his own spiritual journey in exile. Only now, in the light
of Dante's exile, do the events and
punishments recounted in Inferno
come into full relief as compensation for the bitterness of that exile.
Cacciaguida drives home the compensatory nature of the poet's journey when he tells Dante that his
"future stretches/far beyond the
reach of what they [his enemies]
do/and far beyond the punishment
of wretches" (XVII 97-99).
Dante responds to the harsh
news of his banishment with a vow
to make use of the warning; forewarned is forearmed: "And it is well
I arm myself with foresight./Thus,
if the dearest place is taken from
me,/1 shall not lose all place by what
I write" (XVII 109-111). Dante's
remedy for exile will be his writing.
His writing is the way to relocate
and shape the world from which he
is has been forcibly estranged. For
the first time Dante reflects on his
journey through all three worlds
of the afterlife: "Down through
that world of endless bitter signs,/
and on the mountain from whose
flowering crown/1 was uplifted by
my lady's eyes,/ and then through

Heaven from ray to living ray,/I
have learned much that would,
were it retold,/offend the taste of
many alive today" (XVII 112-117).
Dante had to go down, to descend,
before he could ascend. He had to
suffer the alienation of exile to find
the bitter truths he expounds in his
writing. And Dante is aware, and
somewhat concerned, as he confides in Cacciaguida, that his bitter
words could offend (which might
negate their didactic purpose.)
Cacciaguida concedes that Dante's
word may indeed be a "bitter blast,"
but abjures Dante to "match your
verses to the vision in fullest truth"
(XVII 128). Cacciaguida counsels:
if Dante's words are taken as an
affront: "if their hides are scabby,
let them scratch" (XVII 129).
Dante describes the essence of
his hard-won truths as "bitter" no
less than four times in the course
of seven tercets in Canto XVII: the
"bitter sighs" of Inferno,the offensive taste of the truths he writes,
his "words a bitter blast," and his
voice "bitter" upon the palate (XVII
112, 117, 126, 130). These repeated references to bitterness are not
only apt for truths difficult to face.
Couched in the language of eating
and dining: "palate," "nutriment,"
and "digested" (XVII 131-132),this
bitter taste is a reference to the
bitter herbs that form part of the
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Passover Seder. The bitter herbs in
the Seder are a means to remember
the bitterness of the journey from
Egypt back to Israel. Used here to
describe both his banishment and
the truths that both took root and
sprung from it, Dante's exile - as
well as his journey through the
afterlife - is unmistakably linked
to the Exodus. Beatrice makes the
link explicit when, in Canto XXV,
she pleads Dante's case before St
James, explaining that it was only
Dante's hope that allowed him "to
come/from Egypt to behold Jerusalem" (55-56). Dante, in Canto
XXXI, reiterates the same link
when he tells Beatrice that she led
him from bondage and set him free
"by all those roads, by all those
loving means/that lay within your
power and charity" (XXXI 85-87).
Indeed, it was exile that forced
Dante to travel "all those roads"
which led him through the underworld to paradise and "healed" his
embittered soul (XXXI 88-90).
The poet makes clear to Beatrice
that exile has been a remedy, a
means of healing, for the pilgrim's
soul.
The connection between Dante's
exile, his journey as represented
in the Commedia, and the Exodus
is not mere poetic ornamentation.
Exodus is the story of the Jews
fleeing from the political bondage
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of Egypt and, thereby, forms the
perfect parallel for Dante's fleeing from political persecution in
Florence, in which corruption had
become a form of bondage. Dante
had to go into exile, as did the Jews,
to find isolation, the source of spiritual salvation. Only in the desert
did Moses receive the divine inspiration that became the Ten Commandments. So Dante must find
himself in a desert, in a dark wood,
to find the divine inspiration for the
vision of the Commedia. Furthermore, in connecting the Exodus not
only with his exile, but also with
the remedy of that exile - Dante's
writing - the poet imbues his own
words with the weight of Biblical
verses. His bitter words and images resonate in the memory. They
are the food of hope for change.
By infusing his language with the
claim of divine inspiration, Dante
hopes they recognize the value in
themselves, and as such will even
more adeptly serve his didactic
purpose.
Exile is the root of religious
consciousness: from exile comes
feelings of isolation and dislocation that describe the human condition. Exile is the real condition
of the soul for all human beings.
Each of us must endure exile, if
not physically then intellectually,
in order to return to love, to faith,

and finally to salvation. We must
not, like Hippolytus, lose control
on the shores of the wilderness. We
must make use of the exilic experience; we must examine and accept
its truths, no matter how bitter, if
we are to find transcendence. Cacciaguida tells Dante of the Cornmedia: "This cry you raise shall
strike as does the wind/hardest at
the highest peaks" (XVII 133-134).
Like the wind pounding on the
densest and impenetrable stone,
Dante's words wrap around our

mind and take us into exile with
him. Resistance, which is understandable, faced with such a formidable obstacle, is futile. No matter
our personal faith, Dante envelops
the reader in a Christian vision wild in its imagination, yet tangibly
real - that insinuates itself into our
personal perceptions not only of
the world to come but also of the
world we inhabit each day. Can we
make use of this vicarious exile to
make change in our own lives? One
can only hope.
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The Choices We Make
An excerpt by MeiMei Liii
First Place in Scholarly Writing
"Heroes are made by the paths they choose, not the powers they
are graced with." (Ashton, Everneath)

Contemporary writer, Brodi
Ashton, whose young adult novel, Everneath, debuted in 2012 thousands of years after Homer is still concerned with the theme
of epic heroes. Not so ironically
- in our own very cynical times Brodi is writing in the shadow of
Milton. Her heroes, in this case
the heroine of her novel Everneath, is defined not by her power
or by some larger-than-life singular character trait, but instead

by the choices she makes. Milton
expanded the classical epic and
redefined the epic hero in Paradise Lostby putting forth first and
foremost the idea of character as
defined by free choice - a legacy
from which few writers have since
escaped. No matter the age, no
matter the changes through time,
Milton's innovations still prevail.
Certainly Achilles, Odysseus,
Aeneas, Beowulf, and the Red
Crosse Knight all made choices
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- but they did so under duress.
In Paradise Lost, however, the
heroes often take paths of their
own choosing when they are not
forced to do so by being thrust
into crises. These choices may,
thereby, appear less dramatic at
first but they prove to be more
meaningful. Before it gave way to
the novel, Dryden and Pope paid
tribute to the epic poem by inverting the form - which had reached
its pinnacle in Milton - in the service of personal and public satire.
Both poets not only adopted epic
form - with all its trappings - but
also Milton's theme that choice is
paramount to the definition of the
hero - for better or for worse.
Milton expanded the larger than
life classical hero to include all of
humanity* * * by fragmenting
the epic hero into multiple protagonists: Satan, the Son of God,
Adam, and Eve. Only by placing
humanity itself at the center of the
epic could Milton drive home his
theme that our choices make us
who we are and that those choices arise from free will, granting
them greater weight than if they
had been made for us. * * *
The opening line of John
Dryden's mock epic poem, "Mac
Flecknoe," is "All human things
are subject to decay." Writing just
several years after the second
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publication of Milton's Paradise
Lost, Dryden employed the form,
and much of the content, of Milton's masterpiece to skewer playwright and poet Thomas Shadwell, whom Dryden singled out as
an example of the woes of contemporary poesy. Dryden ridicules
Shadwell using the devices of the
mock epic, in which lofty heroic
couplets and ridiculous hyperbole
are presented in solemn juxtaposition to descriptions of Shadwell's
lack of merits, resulting in a comic
incongruity between subject and
style in the service of biting satire.
To deride Shadwell Dryden
makes him an epic hero of utterly trivial intellectual proportions.
Dryden subverts the larger-thanlife tradition of epic hero - epitomized by Milton's description of
the faux epic hero, Satan, who is
as large as a sea monster, strong
as a Titan, a warrior armed with a
vast shield and pine tree tall spear
- by praising the width of Shadwell's waistline. Only by virtue
of his fatness, "a tun of man" who
is large in bulk (195), is Shadwell
larger than life. Shadwell's singular trait or virtue is not bravery, like that of Achilles, not piety
like that of Aeneas, not cunning
like that of Odysseus, not compassion, mercy, and self-sacrifice,
like that of the Son of God, but

is instead dullness: "for anointed
dullness he was made" (63); for
he was deemed "Mature in dullness from his tender years" (16).
In addition to his primary trait
of dullness, Shadwell is a self-described "thoughtless . . . dunce"
(27, 31) who surpasses his father
in stupidity. Described as never making sense, no bit of light
(enlightenment or knowledge)
falls upon Shadwell; instead "fog
prevail[s] upon the day" such that
Shadwell has not one iota of intelligence as he is forever in "genuine night" (23-24). Milton placed
humanity at the core of his epic;
Dryden pared down his hero into
one man. Using inversion Dryden
makes his epic hero the very worst
of men - worse yet, one who wages war on high art. The domain
of such a warrior is not Heaven,
or Earth, or even Rome, but is
instead the realm of Nonsense.
Dryden, true to his love of
neo-classical unity, has whittled
down the epic action to a single
event: the coronation of the next
king of Nonsense. From among
the king's apparent plethora of
illegitimate sons, and possible
heirs, Flecknoe selects Shadwell for inheritance not based on
birthright, or merit, but simply by
virtue of his son's resemblance to
the king in terms of stupidity and

dullness. * * *
Allusions to Milton's God the
Father and the Son reverberate
throughout Dryden's short work.
Dryden takes the relationship of
a king (God the Father as king of
the universe) and his son (the Son
of God who inherits his domain)
from Paradise Lost and uses it as
a foundation from which to dramatize the relationship between
Flecknoe and Shadwell by mimicking Milton's inheritance scene.
In addition, Dryden imbues his
short epic with biblical references.
Flecknoe is presented as a John
the Baptist to Shadwell's Christ:
"Even I, a dunce of more renown
than they,/Was sent before but
to prepare thy way" (31-32). Any
notion that Shadwell's poetry
could be thought of as a lesson to
the nations, however, is strictly
ironic.
At the passing of the mantle
ceremony to instate Shadwell,
Dryden recalls the biblical story of Elijah and Elisha, in which
Elijah rises to heaven and drops
his cloak, or mantle, upon his
inheritor's shoulders. The biblical passage is meant to instill awe
and wonder as Elisha witnesses
a divine miracle. Dryden turns
the inspiring scene on its head,
trivializing the praise Shadwell
has received by taking on a mantle
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not sent from heaven, but instead,
received from Hell. Instead of an
apotheosis, Flecknoe descends
into a trap door, like one found
upon the Restoration stage, which
was both called and recognized
to represent Hell. . . (212-217).
The scene resonates with visual
references to Hell, thereby linking, if only by a wink, Shadwell
to Satan, as portrayed in Milton's
epic. The humor of the scene arises not only from the unexpected
and ironic decent of Flecknoe but
in the scatological reference to the
"double portion of his father's art"
inferring not only to the nonsense
of his poetry but to both feces and
gas, and thereby indicting both
Flecknoe and Shadwell's poetic
efforts as not only so much hot
air, but also as excrement. Dryden
is saying poetry "has gone to hell"
and the ending of his epic is a
graphic illustration of the art of
sinking poetry.
References to excrement
abound in Dryden's short mock
epic. Shadwell has been raised on
a throne of excrement. * * *
The path of the coronation route,
in which Shadwell is meant to
be perceived as a military commander akin to the classical epic
heroes, is strewn with the litter
of the "scatter'd limbs of mangled poets"(99) that Shadwell has
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apparently defeated in poetic battle; that is, Shadwell has risen to
his new position at the expense of
better writers. Also littering the
route are "reliques of the bum,"
the work of bad poets whose work
has been reduced to toilet paper
and discarded. * * *
References to excrement
abound in Dryden's short mock
epic. Shadwell has been raised on
a throne of excrement. * * *
The path of the coronation route,
in which Shadwell is meant to
be perceived as a military commander akin to the classical epic
heroes, is strewn with the litter
of the "scatter'd limbs of mangled poets" () that Shadwell has
apparently defeated in poetic battle; that is, Shadwell has risen to
his new position at the expense of
better writers. Also littering the
route are "reliques of the bum,"
the work of bad poets whose work
has been reduced to toilet paper
and discarded. * * *
Dryden characterizes his epic
hero as not merely falling into
royal position by circumstance or
birthright, but by choosing this
path of stupidity. Shadwell actively chooses to "wage immortal war
with wit"(12). * * * Shadwell
swears an oath to maintain his
dullness, to wage war on sense
and wit; he vows, like the epic

heroes of old to be a scourge upon
his enemies, which are in this case
wit and sense (89). Absurdity and
frivolity aside, Dryden perceives
Shadwell, and other inferior, yet
lauded, poets like him, as a serious threat to high art. Dryden
instructs the mock epic's hero to
focus his literary efforts on acrostics, anagrams, and songs, and
leave the high art of drama and
poetry, indeed of the epic, in the
hands of men better equipped to
do service to the art.
Like Dryden, Alexander Pope
engaged the mock epic, but not
to deride an individual or his
cohorts in bad poetry. Instead
Pope uses the mock epic to lament
the deterioration of heroic ideals
by critiquing fashionable eighteenth-century society, governed
by artificial rules of decorum,
which had led to the sublimation
of genuine emotion. Pope simultaneously satirized the trivialities of a society that has distorted moral values and given way to
vanity. Like Dryden, to mock his
"heroes" Pope reduces them in
size. As he describes in the opening, his epic is of "little men" and
"soft bosoms"(111-12). Moreover,
his heroes' concerns and passions
are based on the trivial. In "The
Rape of the Lock," Belinda is a
woman wronged at a social event

by the shearing of a lock of her
hair by one of her suitors. Despite
the triviality of the central dramatic event, Belinda, like the epic
heroes on which she is based, is
made to appear larger than life.
* * *

In the mock epic's opening
sequence Belinda is preparing
to do battle; her battlefield is the
salon. However, despite the feminine nature of her field of play, in
order to emulate the traditional
epic hero, Belinda is described
in male terms: heroism, war, and
wrath. She is portrayed as a warrior preparing for battle, a cunning general reviewing the troops,
and a wronged lover bellowing in
rage. Pope reimagines Belinda's
morning routine as the hero's
ritualized preparation before
battle. The religious ritual of the
toilette commences in praise of
the goddess. Belinda becomes the
image of that goddess, reflected
in her mirror, as her lady's maid
becomes the priestess at the altar
of worship. * * * With the ceremony complete, Belinda begins to
adorn herself as the warrior hero
would have ritualized putting on
his arms. The accouterment of
the toilette - the combs, pins,
"puffs, powders, [and] patches"
- become the weapons and armor
of the hero as "awful Beauty puts
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on all its arms"(138-139). Belinda
is not only portrayed as a warrior
hero but is also characterized as
a goddess - a divine being, not
unlike Achilles.
Pope continues the military
metaphor by describing Belinda's ability to attract admirers as
a trap meant to ensnare enemies.
Like other epic heroes who are
adorned with enormous shields,
sacred bows, and the like, Belinda
is also replete with appropriate
"weapons" for battle. Her curls,
her locks, which grace her ivory neck are: "Love in these labyrinths his slaves detains,/And
mighty hearts are held in slender chains"(11 23-24). Her hair
has become an object of worship
for her beaux, the Baron, whose
devotion is dramatized by the
literal construction of an altar to
Belinda's beauty. However, the
coquette must not only draw the
enemy in, she must erect a fortress to protect her virtue. The
petticoat is Belinda's fortress, and
is it depicted on a grand scale, for
it has no less than seven formidable layers. Belinda's white breast
is also adorned with a "sparkling
cross" which inspires further worship of her beauty. * * * However, the religious symbol is only an
ornament, not an emblem of faith,
but instead an icon of vanity.
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Furthermore, Pope undermines
the sanctity of the cross by placing it so prominently on Belinda's
breast. Pope subverts a symbol
of Belinda's chastity, meant to be
one of her heroic virtues, by showing society's willingness to value
appearance over morality. * * *
Belinda has made her choices in
repose, not under duress. She has
chosen to play society's game of
artifice. She has chosen to put her
efforts into her appearance, perhaps at the expense of her education, moral or otherwise. She has
chosen to place the symbol of her
faith so prominently on her breast
aware of the message it sends. She
has chosen to favor the superficial
instead of the meaningful.
The epic's centerpiece is the
game of cards, described as a
combat on a velvet plain (111 44),
a verdant field(III 52) upon which
the turn of the hand is couched in
battle terms. Belinda is confident
and aggressive on this battlefield,
hopeful for the social advantage
beating the Baron at cards will
garner her. The purpose of the
game, for Belinda, is a quest for
fame, which fans the flames of her
vanity. Belinda just barely wins
the last hand, which puts her off
guard and makes her vulnerable
to the "rape" or dastardly shearing of her curl. Belinda reacts

to the transgression like a goddess scorned: "Then flashed the
living lightning from her eyes,/
And screams of horror rend the
affrighted skies"(III 155-156). *
* *

Belinda's only means to cool her
ire is to sublimate it into revenge.
Although that revenge ends in
vindication, and an apotheosis among the stars, it is at best
bittersweet. For, in fact, Belinda
loves the Baron. Unfortunately, however, her rage and rash
behavior during the mêlée forfeit
the Baron and his love. Belinda
chooses, freely, a path that does
not serve her ultimate goals. *
* * Belinda remains steadfast in
her pride. . . . Belinda may not
lose all, but she loses more than
she bargained for. Accordingly
Pope shows that Belinda's
vanity, artificiality, and focus on
the trivial have undermined her
moral base revealing a fragility
and vulnerability that identifies
her as a fallen hero.
Dryden and Pope chose not to
write serious epics, not so much
because the epic had fallen out
of style, after all Dryden was

writing only a few years after the
second edition of Paradise Lost
was published. However, after
Milton had placed humanity at
the heart of his epic, what hero
with a single defining characteristic, what historical or fictional
story, could equal the history of
humankind? Instead the later
poets paid homage to Milton by
alluding to and referencing his
triumph to suit their own purposes - the satire. In doing so,
though they deliver their critiques
in comic form, their commentary
- on matters important to them
- is serious and sobering. The
state of high art or the artificiality of high society, may seem
trivial against the vast canvas of
creation and the fail, but Dryden
and Pope already knew that. Both
later poets not only employed the
form and trapping of classical epic
but both also framed their heroes
choices as their own, and thereby defined those heroes by their
choices. Perhaps this is Milton's
real legacy: the recognition that
we are the choices we make and
that those choices reflect our values on every front.

This is an excerpt. Asterisks denote author's edits. Find the full paper here:
https://issuu.com/sigmataudeltawhittier/docs/the_choices_we_make
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Wroth's Use of Colonial Discourse
byNazarelyNarvaez
Like to the Indians, scorched with the sun,
The sun which they do as their god adore,
So am I used by Love, for, evermore
I worship him, less favours have I won.
(Mary Wroth, Pamphilia toAmphilanthus, Sonnet 22,1.1-4).

In these lines, Mary Wroth
depicts Pamphilia's glorification of her beloved as futile in
comparison to the Indians' glorification of the sun. While the
Indians at least have the pigmentation of their skin as proof
of their sun's powerful rays, Pamphilia's fervent devotion to Love
goes unrecognized. As Wroth
writes through Pamphilia, she
explains that those "who this
to blackness run" (1.5) are benefitted by recognition of their
sacrifices, but her desires as a
white Englishwoman are only
met with indifference. Wroth's
disassociation of blackness and
desire (Wynne-Davies 315) offers
some exposition to the modern
reception of blackness. Here, it
is specifically tied to Pamphilia,
who is said to be fair and perfectly fit for Amphilanthus' love,
and her unfulfilled longing for
Amphilanthus. The imagery of
dark vs light appears frequently
in Wroth's writing. Though many
times Wroth's preference of night
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is evident, as in Sonnet 15 where
she explains that night is dark yet
honest (contrary to the feigned
transparency of day), in Sonnet
22 she is vexed by her beloved's
lack of acknowledgment, despite
her being deserving of it. Wroth's
use of colonial discourse victimizes Pamphilia and allows for her
outrage for being subjugated
against her will.
Wroth's use of colonial discourse works in conjunction
with the opening sonnet of the
sequence, which overtly presents Pamphilia as the victim of
Venus, to amplify Pamphilia's
unsolicited position as the lover.
Wroth's work is revolutionary in
that it places the woman as the
subject rather than the object.
But the use of colonial discourse
further exposes the way Pamphilia has been conquered and
literally made Love's subject.
Wroth explains that she might
as well "wear the mark of Cupid's
might"(1.12). This is like being
branded like an animal, which

she then relates to the Indians'
skin marked by "Phoebus' light."
Wroth relates the intensity of her
emotional labor to the natives'
physical labor; after all, Wroth
would not have been oblivious
King James I's dabbling in the
beginnings of British colonialism. While we, as readers in the
21st century, may consider this
an appropriation of the natives'
suffering, perhaps we can consider it as noble in the context of
the 17th century. Wroth, in part,
sympathizes with the hardship of
the natives' lives, so much that
she relates these hardships to
her revolutionary female subject.
Wroth is essentially sharing the
hardship of a conquered people,
specifically those who have been
conquered by Love.
Wroth makes another reference
to being conquered in Sonnet i:
"Am I conquered? Have I lost
the powers/ That to with stand,
which joys to ruin me?" (1.1-2).
Wroth adamantly reminds us
that she did want to become a
lover, but that she was forced to.
Her being conquered against her
will is in keeping with the colonial discourse present in Sonnet 22, but, on internal levels,
also with Renaissance thinking. Wroth questions Love's
right to rule over her, and it is

through this very questioning
that "Wroth leads readers on a
journey inward" (Fienberg 185).
Wroth proves to be calculative
and aware of Love's irrational
way of functioning. Sonnet 14 is
one of Wroth's most witty sonnets, for it even ridicules Love
for being blind, and therefore
absurd. She wonders, "Must we
be servile? Doing what he list?"
(1.10). In questioning Love's
qualifications as a god or master, Wroth gives importance to
her thoughts and judgment. She
believes herself worthy of choosing her master rather than being
assigned one against her will. In
Sonnet 22, Wroth notes that the
Indians chose to worship the sun
as their god, whereas she is not
given this choice.
Wroth spends the first twelve
lines of Sonnet 14 convincing
herself that she deserves her
freedom, only to accept the loss
of her liberty in the closing couplet. Here, we see Philip Sidney's
influence on his niece. Wroth
utilizes Sidney's abrupt way of
changing his mind at the end of
a sonnet to amplify her position
as the subject. Gaspara Stampa
works similarly in that she warns
her readers about the dangers of
love, while still being bound by
it. In Sonnet 89, Stampa calls
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herself a fool for worshipping
Love because it causes her tremendous hardships but admits
that it "makes every life of hardship high and worthy" (1. 10).
Stampa hopes that through her
sacrifices as a conquered woman she will be given "fame and
honor." In "Wroth and the Invention of Female Poetic Subjectivity," Nona Fienberg notes that
through writing Pamphilia to
Amphilantus, Wroth gives herself the recognition she believes
she deserves (Fienberg 188).
Stampa and Wroth were both
writing from unique positions
in society: Stampa was a single
woman poet and musician who
was rumored to be a courtesan,
and Wroth had two children,
out of wedlock, with her cousin
William Herbert. Being a single
mother in the 17th century was
not an easy life to live and, like
Stampa, Wroth's plummeting
financial security contributed
to her struggle. While frowned
upon by society, Stampa and
Wroth used their writing to give
themselves recognition and the
agency that society failed to give
them.

Wroth's creation of female subjectivity is revolutionary because
she provides an internal perspective that is relevant to Renaissance thinking. Wroth's use of
colonial discourse enhances the
female subjectivity she showcases in the opening ofPamphilia to
Amphilantus. By associating the
Indians' sunburned skin to recognition from their chosen god,
and her pale skin to indifference
or invisibility, Wroth begins to
provide a narrative for people
who have been unwillingly conquered by Love. Perhaps Wroth
truly gave thought to the Indians' hardships in the context of
British colonialism, and this was
her way of representing a bit of
their suffering; of course, she
could only showcase their suffering in the context of love and by
relating it to her female subject.
Like Stampa, Wroth's writing
is concerned with recognition.
While both were quickly forgotten in their time, the rediscovery
of their works displays how they
gave themselves the acknowledgment they lacked from society
through their writing.
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The Militant and The Martyrs:
Milton's Redefinition of Epic Heroism
byZayne Repp
Rigid definitions of that which subsequent fall. Along with the
defines a hero are elusive. There is uniquely fashioned heroes of Milno rubric; no checklist. Odysseus' ton's devising, the cosmic scope
status as the primordial epic hero encompassed in Paradise Lost left
does not equate with a status as the aspiring epic poets stupefied and
paragon of such heroes. Similarly, wondering how to proceed with a litthe valorous Beowulf's penchant for erary form that had seemingly been
violence would garner little praise exhausted. Dryden and Pope accomby contemporary standards. The plish some of the most successful
exhaustingly militant heroes of attempts at epic in a post-Miltonihistorical epic poetry forced Milton an literary environment by mainto choose whether his own heroes taining the gravity of the epic while
would live in the shadow of their minimizing the scope to hilariously
predecessors, or if they would stand trivial levels, but even these satirical
on the shoulders of these gigantic mock epics maintain Milton's recontime-worn warriors. Thus, Milton figuration of what characterizes the
set about creating a cast of charac- epic hero.
ters for Paradise Lost that reimag- Milton fortifies his subversion
med what it meant to be a hero by. of the epic hero by asserting his
subverting or parodying the various understanding of traditional epic
genre expectations of the epic. Mil- conventions in his construction of
ton accomplished such an ambitious the poem's antagonist. Paradise
task by expanding the scope of his Lost, as do all epic poems, begins
epic beyond anything that had been in media res—in the middle of the
attempted in the past—a daunting action. Following the invocation,
task when faced with the severely Milton focuses the first two books
lofty subject matter of classic epics on the bleak environs of a hell that
such as Dante's Divine Comedy is consumed by flames that radiate
and Virgil's Aeneid. Paradise Lost "no light, but rather darkness vissupersedes even the most fantas- ible" (Paradise Lost, 1.63). Fallen
tic of these journeys by relating the angels are strewn about, forced
tale "of man's first disobedience" (i.i) to languish in the blaze, but one
and the consequences of mankind's stands out among the rest. Satan is
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reminiscent of the typical epic hero,
whose daunting physical prowess
acts as the main determinant in his
classification as a hero. The ArchFiend is described as being "in bulk
as huge / As whom the fables name
of monstrous size" (1.197-198), with
armaments so massive in scale that
his shield hangs upon his shoulders
"like the moon" (1.287) and his spear
dwarfs "the tallest pine / hewn on
Norwegian hill" by making it seem
"but a wand" (1.292-294) in comparison. And by comparing this to
Beowulf's relatively meager description as "the mightiest man on Earth"
(Beowu1f, 197), it becomes clear how
intensely ambitious Milton is being
with the sheer scale ofParadise Lost.
Satan's stature, however, is not
the only aspect of his character that
aligns him with the heroes of epic
tradition, for Satan is heir to an epic
ego as well; that which compelled
Achilles and Odysseus on their journeys also drives Satan. After debating for much of the second book, the
fallen angels decide that the best
course of action in their continual
battle against the divine is to "seduce
[God's new creation] to [their] party" (2.368). And although Beelzebub
was the initial proponent of this idea,
it is truly a scheme "first devised / by
Satan"(2-379-38o). Satan proceeds
to present himself as the only one
capable of such a journey through
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a devious rhetoric in which he valorizes his duplicity and secures his
place as not only the leader of the
fallen, but the most prideful as well.
Thus, Milton creates a villain who is
congruent in disposition - and exaggerated in proportion - to the heroes
of the epic tradition
Having fashioned the villain of
the story using the traits of traditional epic heroes left Milton with a
blank canvas upon which to reimagme how the true heroes of the story should look. The first of Milton's
newly fashioned heroes appears in
the third book, which follows the
events of a council in Heaven similar to that which had just occurred
in hell. Yet while the circumstances
of the two books are similar, the way
that the events unfold is not. The
discourse regards God's reaction to
Satan's plot to corrupt mankind and
occurs between God the Father and
the Son. And just as Milton devised
a deviously charismatic Satan whom
the audience could find themselves
seduced into supporting, his version
of God is complex in that he is represented by the Father and Son in
tandem. As the omnipotent power
that embodies divine justice, God
the Father appears stern and borderline callous at times. The Son,
however, is no less divine, for as
Milton states: "in him all his Father
shone" (3.139). Rather, the son

represents the "divine compassion
/ love without end, and without
measure grace"(3.141-142) of God,
and as such, the Son acts to temper
his Father's justice. Thus, in an act
of true valor that marks his status as
the hero of the poem, the Son offers
himself to become "mortal to redeem
/ man's mortal crime"(3.214-215)
while "all the heav'nly choir stood
mute"(3.217).
The Son's sacrifice is written with
clear parallels to Satan's self-election
as the harbinger of the fall, but the
motivations of each character shed
light on that which Milton considers to be heroic. Satan is undeniably
subject to immense pride that breeds
seething anger; these qualities exist
at the root of his hatred toward God.
His pride results in characteristics
commonly found throughout the
history of epic heroes where the
resounding theme is that "to be
weak is miserable"(2.157). However, Through the actions of the Son,
Milton contests this misconception
and praises "the better fortitude /
of patience and heroic martyrdom /
unsung"(9.31-33). Milton implores
the reader to challenge preconceived
notions of heroism by juxtaposing a
powerful, charming figure with one
who maintains a gentle disposition
yet overflows with compassion. And
although the boisterous hero is that
which has come to be expected from

the epic, those who exhibit compassion and patience are actually "not
less but more heroic"(9.14).
John Dryden's satire "Mac Flecknoe" turns the epic form on its head
in order to call attention to the monumental banality of Thomas Shadwell's writing by using many of the
same tactics as Milton in building up
Satan as a sympathetic character who
is ultimately the villain. Dryden's
epic of only six pages manages to
include many qualities of the genre
including the 'epic' hero of Shadwell
and the 'epic' action of his coronation
as the successor to Flecknoe's throne
of dullness. But just as Satan proves
to be anything but heroic, Shadwell
proves that he is anything but epic.
The poem begins with Flecknoe, a
forgettable playwright of Dryden's
time, desperately searching for an
heir capable of upholding his shining standard as the king of dullness
in the realm of Nonsense. Dryden
contrives severity in his epic by having Flecknoe "wage an immortal
war with wit" ("Mac Flecknoe", 12)
wherein Shadwell is the only hero
able to carry on the battle in Flecknoe's stead. Shadwell's obvious candidacy for succession mirrors Satan's
uncontested claim to the throne of
Hell, for each represents the absolute epitome of their own accentuated character traits—Satan's being
pride and Shadwell's dullness. In
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each case, the authors afford their has the capability of capitalizing on
'heroes' epic qualities (or epic quan- her beauty, yet abstains from doing
tities of non-epic qualities) in order this. Comparisons can be easily
to subvert genre expectation of epic drawn to Paradise Lost simply by
and call attention to the failings of reviewing the actions of Satan and
their characters.
the Son, who were each presented
Alexander Pope's response to Mil- with the same advantages in Heaven
ton's nearly-perfected epic of mas- before the rebellion. Satan chose to
sive proportions was to absolute- capitalize on his power and attempt a
ly minimize the scope of his own. revolution while the Son sought only
Thus, Pope's mock-epic The Rape of to serve his Father. Much like Satan,
the Lock applies epic conventions the Baron in The Rape of the Lock
to exceedingly trivial tasks such as takes advantage of the relative power
getting ready in the morning or play- he possesses in his relationship with
ing a game of cards. Heroism, as Belinda to conspire "by force to ravpresented in The Rape of the Lock, ish, or by fraud betray"(2.32) her in
stays true to Milton's reconstruc- order to steal a lock of her hair.
tion of the convention; however, the The monumental literary feat Partitanic agents of good and evil from adise Lost forever heightened the
Paradise Lost are replaced by ordi- stakes of the epic as a form of liternary humans that portray Milton's ature, for Milton completely shiftcharacteristics of a hero in measure ed the expectations of a hero withbefitting the minimized scale of the in the genre while expanding the
Pope's epic. Belinda is the protago- scope of his epic beyond anything
nist of the story who is so beautiful previously attempted. Dryden and
that when she goes out "every eye Pope respond to the ambitious task
is fixed on her alone"(The Rape of following Milton's epic by satirizof the Lock, 2.6) while even "Jews ing the genre while maintaining his
might kiss, and infidels adore"(2.7) expectations for heroes. The resultthe shining cross around her neck. ing literature is hilarious, yet still
Belinda's virtue lies in the fact that, offers profound insight regarding the
in spite of her beauty, she exhibits dangers of pride by vilifying vanity
"sweetness void of pride"(2.15). This as pride's evil seed and extolling the
aspect of Belinda's character is what virtues of a life led by humility and
elevates her to heroic status, for she compassion.
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Two Paths Converge: America's Most Beloved Baseball Player
and An Internationally Renowned Presidential Historian
by Alexandra Russell
In their autobiographies, two
notable personalities with ties to
the Brooklyn Dodgers relied on their
experience to build self-constructed narratives that enabled them to
enter into a "white man's world."
Despite being removed from the
baseball world for more than twenty
years, Jackie Robinson notes in his
autobiography I Never Had it Made
that he "cannot stand and sing the
national anthem" because he knows
he is "a black man in a white world"
(Robinson 24). Presidential historian and author of Wait Till Next Year,
Doris Kearns Goodwin, notes that
her "passion for baseball" made it
possible "to talk to a boy at length"
and stimulated her awareness "that
the camaraderie and pride of competition involved in sports was not
limited to the world of men" (Goodwin 45, 131). While Robinson and
Goodwin undoubtedly lived divergent coming of age and adult lives,
both gained access to an exclusive
"man's world" with the guidance of
a fatherly figure. Yet, Robinson's
and Goodwin's recollections of this
"man's world" are not untainted
factual representations; instead,
both authors offer their audiences
self-constructed narratives which

describe their struggle to gain legitimacy in a world that constantly forces them to become someone they do
not wish to be.
In Goodwin's case, the fatherly
figure who gave her tools to navigate a "man's world" was, in fact, her
father, Michael Kearns, The opening chapter of Goodwin's Wait Till
Next Year details her introduction to
baseball when she was just six years
old. Her father gave her a "bright-red
score book that opened my heart to
the game of baseball," which manifested itself into "a lasting bond...
forged among my father, baseball,
and me" (Goodwin 13). For Goodwin, this was the point at which she
distinctly defined herself as a fan
and became aware of the "power of
narrative, which would introduce a
lifetime of storytelling, fueled by the
naive confidence that others would
find me as entertaining as my father
did" (Goodwin 15). Goodwin's father
serving as her audience is not just
evidence of "the sign of his love" but
also conveys his support and guidance into a man's world (Goodwin
15). As the only male who listens to
Goodwin recount her "narrative of
every play, and almost every pitch,"
Kearns serves as Goodwin's first
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step into interacting with the world
of professional baseball (Goodwin
15). However, it must be noted that
Goodwin's father was a white male,
white-collar worker in a world run
by middle-class white males. Thus,
Kearns is in a position where he
does not face the same adversity as
his daughter, but is able to connect
with Goodwin through baseball
in order to hoist her into a man's
world. Though Goodwin was incapable of fully entering a man's world
by playing at the professional level,
she was exposed to the male sport
and expected to hold the same rank
as her father and so many others:
devoted fan.
Conversely, Robinson's fatherly
figure stems from the professional
world of baseball. Branch Rickey,
president of the Dodgers, served as
Robinson's "protector" at the time
Robinson signed with the Dodger's
organization in 1946. Similar to
Michael Kearns, Branch Rickey was
a white male and therefore did not
face the same amount of discrimination and scrutiny as Robinson. In
fact, Rickey's "Noble Experiment"
sought out a player who could handle relentless abuse from fans and
fellow players, but "still had to have
spirit" (Robinson 28). Rickey spotted this dual nature within Robinson and famously told him that he
was "looking for a ballplayer with
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guts enough not to fight back" (Robinson 33). Essentially, Rickey wanted Robinson to wear a self-effacing
"mask" during his debut to secure
Robinson's validity as a player, and
establish the path for other African-American players to reach the
major leagues. Robinson recounts
moments where he perfectly followed Rickey's plan, such as when
he was violently harassed by Phillies manager Ben Chapman, but still
"posed for a picture shaking hands
with Chapman" at the request of
Rickey (Robinson 62). Robinson later admits that "having my picture
taken with this man was one of the
most difficult things I had to make
myself do" (Robinson 62). Thus,
Robinson was forced into becoming someone that Branch Rickey
wanted him to be in order to please
the white-male-dominated baseball world. Yet, by not fighting back
against Rickey or Chapman, Robinson adds to his "myth" of the perfect
actor for the "Noble Experiment."
However, there are more overt
moments when Robinson's mask
slips and reveals an imperfect version of himself. As noted in his preface, twenty years after playing for
Rickey, Robinson could not "stand
and sing the anthem" or "salute the
flag" (Robinson 24). While Robinson never outwardly expressed his
disillusionment while playing for

Rickey, he dismantles the facade Goodwin "to run for class office,
constructed by Rickey to reveal try out for the school plays, and
his struggle for legitimacy. Robin- speak up in class..." (Goodwin
son boldly admits that "it was Mr. 189). Deviating from the tradiRickey's drama and I was only a tional path is central to Goodwin's
principal actor" (Robinson 24). By narrative because it defines her as
telling his own story through his a storyteller and historian. And it
autobiography, Robinson is look- is her baseball knowledge, which
ing for the opportunity to separate may have appeared to be a liabilhimself from how others thought ity to girls at the time, that serves
he should act. Though he builds his as the main vehicle by which her
own myth at times, more than half storytelling abilities are born and
of the autobiography is dedicated to developed. Goodwin recounts that
his life after baseball, signaling an she could "play an inner game with
attempt to explain his own actions, history just as I did with baseball"
not those directed by white baseball (Goodwin 119). Though she may not
and Branch Rickey.
have been aware of the impact these
Though Goodwin was just a young childhood activities had on her at
girl at the time Robinson was playing the time, she constructs her narwith the Dodgers, she experienced a rative in a way that legitimizes her
similar push to wear a self-effacing interests and makes them central
mask as a woman growing up in the to her development. Thus, Good1950s. During this time, a girl was win does not tell her story exactly
expected to become the "self-effac- as she remembered it when she was
ing woman" who had to "conceal in junior high school. Instead, she
her intelligence, [and] subordinate tells the story that needs to be told
her own interests" (Goodwin 187). in order to validate her actions and
Goodwin's close friend Elaine Frie- her journey as a storyteller.
dIe experienced this harsh reality Robinson also succeeds in conand was forced to "conceal her own structing a narrative and employs
gifts and desires" while her parents his own use of storytelling to valadvocated her brother's aspirations idate his acceptance by his team(Goodwin 189). However, Goodwin's mates. When Robinson signed
father "never accepted the cultural with the Dodgers, rumors began
conventions that crushed the ambi- swirling that he might be replacing
tion of so many girls" (Goodwin Pee Wee Reese, a southerner and
189). Rather, her father encouraged one of the most beloved players on
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the team (Robinson 63). To quell
these reports and show support for
his teammate, Reese allegedly put
his arm around Robinson during
a game and began talking to him.
Robinson notes that his words were
not important, but "It was the gesture of comradeship and support
that counted" (Robinson 64). While
this instance legitimizes Robinson's
struggle to be accepted by the white
baseball world, unfortunately, there
is no evidence, photographic or otherwise, to support that this event
actually occurred. However, Robinson describes the incident as if it
indeed happened and therefore tells
the story that has to be told in order
to validate his acceptance. Though
Reese had shown signs of support
for Robinson behind the scenes, this
event served as the absolute defining
moment of acceptance for Robinson.
In fact, this moment was so crucial
that a statue of Reese embracing
Robinson was constructed just outside the Brooklyn Cyclones stadium
(Posnanski l).
However, it must also be noted that
this myth serves a dual purpose in
portraying Reese and white baseball
as more open-minded and accepting
than he was. Reese rebelling against
his own southern upbringing and

embracing Robinson as a friend
solidifies the audience's wish "that
for every racist screaming, there
was a decent person with a powerful sense of justice" (Posnanski i).
While this sense of justice may not
have physically manifested itself on
the baseball field, the myth created
by Robinson and Reese unfolded
in a way that Robinson needed, for
Robinson's "big need was for it to
be remarkable in an unremarkable
way" (Posnanski i).
While Goodwin and Robinson
undoubtedly received help entering into a white man's world, they
had to achieve their success on their
own. To legitimize their struggle for
success and acceptance, they built
self-constructed narratives. While
these narratives may not be completely factual, they celebrate defining moments that are central to their
identity and how they view themselves in the context of their work.
Without them, Robinson and Goodwin would not be able to remove
their self-effacing masks and tell
their stories the way they needed
to be told. Though they are in part
fiction, these stories justify their
actions and experiences leading up
to and throughout their careers.
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Biographies
Brandy Barajas is a senior English and Philosophy major. She loves reading and
writing poetry, and enjoys singing Karaoke to Queen songs.
Andy Bertelsen took this long exposure black and white photo (published) at the
intersection between Philadelphia and Painter.
Oliver Bineth, Junior, majoring in Sociology and Theater. Life-long reader and occasional writer. He thinks literature is like water, we would dry out without it. Yet, he still
feels dehydrated. Originally from Budapest, Hungary.
Lauren Blazey exists.
Stephee Bonifacio is a second-year majoring in Theatre and English with a double
minor in Psychology and Music. Stephee is also a siner/songwriter who clays guitar
and piano. She loves to read, write, and watch excessive amounts of Grey s Anatomy.
Cecilia Carmichael, or Ceci as everyone calls her, is a second-year pursing a WSP
major combining film, sociology, and global studies with a minor in Spanish.
Grace Creelman is an aspiring popsicle truck driver. It is said that if you wail into
the night, you can hear her wailing quietly back.
Cynthia Esparza is a double major in English and Philosophy, and a member of the
Palmer Society.
Christopher Espinosa is a junior majoring in Enlish with a Spanish Minor. When
he is not immersed in books, he is usually: a teacher s assistant at The Broadoaks
School, an Album Reviewer for KPOET, and a New Student Orientation Leader.
Natalie Finamore is a 20-year-old sophomore double-majoring in English and Music. They have been writing poems and songs ever since they could remember.
Miranda Fonseca is an enigma within an enigma. Currently trying to write more
poems than Emily Dickinson and Sylvia Plath combined.
Jehan Godrej is a junior studying environmental science who loves learning about
new scientific topics and processes. He plays on the tennis team and enjoys hanging
out with his teammates. In his free time, Jehan has fun reading about new technologi es, riding his Boosted board, and loves spending time with his dogs Winston and
Bela.
Patrice Gomez is a third-year English Major with a minor in Psychology. She is in
Sigma Tau Delta. In her free time she loves making art and wandering into bookstores.
Natalie Grafis a Swiss-Mexican, naturalized citizen, working towards a double major
in sociology and studio art. "De Chile y De Mole" is attempting to express the correlation between fear, hope, and values.
Ariel Horton is a first-year student studying creative writing, moved by a particular
love for poetry.
Kole Joachim is a first-year majoring in Chemistry and Applied Mathematics, is on
the ASWC Senate as a Student Body Rep., and is the First-Year Class Secretary.
Bailie Karcher is in her last year as an Art History and Studio Art major with minors
in English and Spanish. This year she is honored to be Co-Vice President of Sigma Tau
Delta.
Priscifia Lam has always had a passion for all things literary. A native of Southern
California, she enjoys reading modern American literature and writing short stories.
When she's not writing, she enjoys spending time painting and daydreaming.
Samuel Landa's presented work was written during a rough time in his life; he hopes
that it will help stop someone from making a decision that they will regret.
Emerson Little is a freshman majoring in Digital Art and Design. Emerson works as
a video columnist for the Fullerton Observer, and as a student photographer for the
WC Communications Department.
MeiMei Liu is a sophomore majoring in English with an emphasis in Creative Writing. She is the winner of the 2017 WC Annual Scholarly Writing Contest and the 2017
West Chester Poetry Conference's Myong Cha Son Haiku Award.
Sabrina Marshall is a senior English major and Theatre/Psychology double minor.
Involved in Sigma Tau, Psi Chi, and The Quaker Campus, her love of words drives her
life. She may not be a master wordsmith yet, but she's trying her best.
Brianna Martinez is in love with that light feeling and that heavy one too.
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Jennifer Merino writes poetry as an emotional outlet.
Isabel Montero: these are pieces of poetry that are close to my heart.
Ashley Mora,class of'19, is a writer and artist and Vice President of Sigma Tau Delta.

She was awarded 1st place in creative nonfiction for her piece "Quindecinnial Dreams"
in Spring 2016. She is employed on campus at the Center for Career and Professional
Development as a Diital Image Artist.
Nazarely Narvaez is still trying to figure it out.
Samantha Paladini is a sophomore double majoring in English and Theatre. You
may have seen her in WC's previous productions of Hamlet and The Penelopiad. She is
an avid reader and her favorite author is Neal Shusterman.
Cristian Perez is a senior in Creative Writing and Theatre Performance. A performer,
writer, and producer, Cristian is an artist who loves to create music, art, fashion, and
poetry. His works include credits in stage and film production, singing and songwriting, and modeling.
Gabriel Perez is native of Whittier, California, is Xicano, and is currently pursuing a
Bachelor of Arts in Political Science and a minor in English.
Danielle Pesqueira is a first-year Art History student. She is a lover of the arts, music, theatre, writing, and poetry.
Lauren Porras is a current sophomore, double majoring in Art and Biology. Art has
taken a major role in Lauren's self-expression and creativity.
Riley Ramirez is an English major currently exploring creative outlets in music, film,
and writing.
Zayne Repp is a second-year student majoring in English and Economics with a love
for Renaissance literature. He is proud to have published work in The Quaker Campus
as well as the Greenleaf Review. Ultimately, Zayne aspires to write the screenplay for
Die Hard 6.
Alessandra Rogero is a third-year Whittier Scholar majoring in Post-colonial
Studies and minoring in Narrative Journalism. Alessandra finds enjoyment in taking
mindfulphotographs, listening to people's life stories, and eating bionicos.
Alexandra Russell is currently a junior majoring in English and Business Administration. Alexandra is also the treasurer of Sigma Tau Delta.
Averie Samuels is a junior studying Spanish who enjoys writing poetry and knitting.
Averie draws on travel experiences for writing inspiration.
Carolyn Simms is a fourth-year who loves writing poetry, it's been a hobby of Carolyn s since she was young.
Lauren Swintek is sophomore in the Whittier Scholars Program.
Elizabeth Tovar-Green is a first year student at Whittier College, and an artist in
her free time. As an advocate for inclusion and creativity, Elizabeth enjoys portraying
simple human anatomy in its natural form, to remind people that beauty is found in
everyone.
Ethan Trejo is a third-year Political Science and English double major from Downey,
CA. This musician of 10 years is also a staple in the Music Department, as he performs
with all three choirs and the Opera Workshop group. He also plays in the Brass, Jazz,
and Handbell Instrumental Ensemble.
Regina Loren Valencia is a current junior majoring in Anthropology/Sociology
with a minor in Gender Studies. She has been a short narrative film screenwriter and
director for the past eight years, and has also written poetry and short essays. Her head
is artistically tousled.
Brianna Valles is a senior majoring in Kinesiology and a member of the Palmer
Society. Brianna's interests include traveling and photographing her family, friends,
natural landscapes, and the wild life our beautiful earth has to offer.
Markus Venegas is a freshman from Baldwin Park, CA.
Madison White is a second year Political Science and English double major. She is a
student journalist and activist from Las Vegas.
Athena Zecha is a Junior. Born in Singapore, she now lives in Los Angeles and is
studying Theatre and Chinese.
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